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This study was commissioned by Milton Keynes Council,

English Partnerships, Wolverton & Greenleys Town Council

and the South East England Development Agency in May

2003. The purpose is to prepare a co-ordinated strategy that

identifies projects and opportunities for regenerating Wolverton.

The Draft Wolverton Regeneration Strategy comprised of

three reports:

• A Development Framework Plan - a co-ordinated set of

proposals that will collectively help to secure the

sustainable regeneration of Wolverton and form the basis

of development control and investment decisions.

• Design Guidance with more specific guidelines for each of

the key development sites, and will also be adopted as SPG.

• An Action Plan and Financial Contributions Strategy

which details the recommended phasing and delivery

process for implementation of the Framework Plan.

Together, the Development Framework Plan and Design

Guidance were subject to a statutory six week consultation

period ending on 26 May 2004.  As a result of the public

consultation the Development Framework and Design

Guidance have been merged into this one document

adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance on 28

September 2004.

The study process involved a number of stages from

familiarisation with the town, through to listening to the key

stakeholders, as outlined above. Local community

involvement was established as part of the ‘Future

Wolverton’ research and progressed as part of Development

Framework Plan.  A number of the community’s key

aspirations are detailed in Chapter 3: Vision for the Future

and form a concise ‘shopping list’ of options that were tested

as development options through the strategy process. The

outcomes reflect the substantial level of community

involvement in the strategy.

The Development Framework Plan provides an overview of

the background to project and outlines the issues and

challenges that face Wolverton today. It briefly reviews relevant

planning policy, and proceeds to identify the proposed

strategies for the Town that have emerged from the Study. 

The regeneration of Wolverton is centred on the

enhancement of key town centre locations including the

Square, the Station, Triangular Building, Church Street and

Stratford Road.  We see improved accessibility between

these areas as key to the successful regeneration of the

town.  This report therefore provides recommendations that

comprise an integrated set of development options, a

movement strategy and Design Guidelines which will be

supported by delivery options in the Financial Contributions

Strategy as a separate report. 

Key development options are assessed in Strategy One,

which seeks to develop an attractive, vibrant mixed-use

town centre based on five key sites within Wolverton’s town

centre.  For each, the potential of the site is identified and

guidelines for its redevelopment. 

Movement and access throughout Wolverton is a vital

component of the Town’s regeneration. Strategy Two – A

Key Linkage Network and Strategy Five – Public Transport

Strategy together constitute a comprehensive movement

strategy for Wolverton. The recommendations in the former

focus on pedestrian, cycle and motor vehicle linkages, with

the latter focusing on the improved integration of public

transport.  

The connection of Wolverton’s key public spaces and

gateways are addressed in Strategies Three and Four.

Waterfront development opportunities, close to the heart of

town, are addressed in Strategy Six, with the future options

for the Rail Works being addressed by Strategy Seven.

It should be acknowledged that the options that have

evolved thus far are high level and, by their nature, have not

at this time been the subject of vigorous market testing.

Despite this our preliminary investigations, based upon the

prevailing property market conditions and our understanding

of existing and potential future demand for the uses

indicated, suggest that the development opportunities will be

capable of delivery during the lifetime of the Development

Framework and the Supplementary Planning Guidance that

has emerged from it. 

More detailed viability testing is underway at the current

time in respect of the Sustainable Communities Plan sites

and this will be the subject of separate reports to the

Client Steering Group. The supporting Action Plan and

Financial Contributions Strategy consider in more detail

the delivery aspects of the Framework Plan (and the

projects contained therein).  



It is important to note that the vision that has evolved for

Wolverton is expected to be delivered over the next 7 –

10 years and that early stage projects may require (and

in some cases are already receiving) financial support

from the public sector to be delivered.  Over the medium

to long term it is anticipated that as early-win projects

come forward for development this will have a positive

impact upon market conditions. The Framework Plan also

includes longer-term (and in some instances more

complicated) elements that will render the town more

attractive (and thus deliverable) to the development

market. Opportunities for a new marina for example fall

into this category, and have been included within the

Framework Plan as medium to long term goals with the

anticipation of such market confidence building in mind.

The recommendations of the strategy are included in

Chapter Five.  Each Strategy and objective is listed below.  

Strategy One: 

Develop an Attractive, Vibrant Mixed-Use Town Centre

Agora: To provide Wolverton Town Centre with a new

mixed-use development that respects the historic urban

block grid structure, complements its character, and

enhances its retail core and public realm.

Glyn Square: To provide Wolverton with a new mixed-use

development focused around a public space that forms an

integral part of the eastern section of the Town Centre.

Wolverton Park Sports Ground: To create a housing-led

mixed-use development that exploits the waterfront

development potential, to refurbish the former Royal

Train Shed and velodrome to enhance the sites’

connectivity to the town and waterfront development

potential and preserve the existing sport field for

recreational use.

The Triangle: To refurbish and preserve one of

Wolverton’s most historic sites and enable a vibrant mix

of uses that attracts a wide patronage whilst enhancing

linkages to the town and station.

Strategy Two: 

Create a Key Linkage Network

Cycle Network and Facilities: To provide a safe,

convenient and continuous network of cycle ways and

cycle facilities that connect with the Milton Keynes

Redway network.

Pedestrian Network and Facilities: To provide a safe,

convenient and attractive pedestrian environment with

high quality walkways and amenities.

Vehicle Routes and Parking: The overall objective of

the following proposals is to provide a safe and efficient

road network and parking facilities that will meet the

needs of Wolverton residents, businesses and visitors.

Strategy Three: 

Create a Hierarchy of Linked Public Spaces

The objective is to link the town’s main public spaces

which include; Glyn Square, ‘The Square’, Wolverton

Station, the ‘Secret Garden’, the Grand Union Canal and

a potential marina.

Strategy Four: 

Promote a Series of Gateways to the Town

The overall objective of the following proposals is to

provide attractive and informative gateways that will

contribute to Wolverton’s identity and legibility, assist in

efficient movement (especially by motor vehicles) and will

attract tourism/visitors.

Strategy Five: 

Public Transport Improvements

For all the major modes of public transport; rail, bus and

taxis the objective is to provide safe, convenient and high

quality public transport network, amenities and services that

meet the needs of people who live and work in the town.

Strategy Six: 

Create Opportunities for Waterfront Development 

Close to the Heart of the Town

To provide solutions that will improve the relationship,

linkages and connections between the Grand Union

Canal and the town.

Strategy Seven: 

Identify Options for Development of the Railway Works 

To explore options for potential development of the

Railway Works.
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11 IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN

The Wolverton Regeneration Strategy, Development

Framework Plan was prepared by a team led by GVA

Grimley. The study was commissioned in May 2003, by a

Client Group made up of representatives from Milton

Keynes Council, English Partnerships, Wolverton &

Greenleys Town Council and the South East England

Development Agency.

1.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of the study was to prepare a co-ordinated

Regeneration Strategy that identified projects and

opportunities for regenerating Wolverton. It was to take

forward the objectives outlined in the brief together with

those identified through the Healthcheck Initiative (‘Future

Wolverton’) and assesses the development potential of

sites that could collectively help to bring new levels of

investment and integration to Wolverton.

1.2 CONSULTANT  TEAM

In close liaison with Urban Initiatives, GVA Grimley led

the consultant team and provided input on development

and delivery options based upon detailed discussions

with key landowners and stakeholders. GVA Grimley also

undertook broad, high level appraisals of each

development opportunity and provided input based on

their knowledge of the local and sub regional property

markets. 

Urban Initiatives led on urban design and consultation.

This role included organising and managing the

Collaborative Design Workshops and undertaking

community consultation. Urban Initiatives also provided

advice on site/ area development capacity and transport

issues to help inform the emerging development options.

Cost consultants Turner and Townsend provided

overview advice on construction costs in respect of the

preliminary viability analysis undertaken, with Campbell

Reith Hill providing strategic advice on infrastructure and

service issues relating to the appraisal assessments and

commentary where appropriate on issues of risk

associated with the development scenarios tested.  

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The client group identified two main objectives that have

formed the basis of the Strategy:

• To achieve a detailed, deliverable, feasible and well

resourced Development Framework Plan & Action

Strategy that will meet the aspirations of the Wolverton

community as expressed through the Healthcheck

Initiative and to achieve client organisations

regeneration objectives for the town. 

(See Appendix 3). 

• To involve the community, community groups and

additional stakeholders within and surrounding

Wolverton throughout the process, to work in a united

partnership.

In addition to this, the Strategy has benefited from a

specific focus on delivery provided by the consultant

team.  In doing so it has established:

• Community and business ‘buy-in’ to the approaches

proposed.

• Clear strategy in terms of ‘ownership’ and ‘delivery’ of

the Framework and Action Plan.

• Clarity on the financial requirements and potential

economic benefits of individual projects.

• Guidelines for future public and private sector

involvement. 

1.4 RECENT PROJECTS

The Countryside Agency’s ‘Healthcheck’ for Market Towns

Initiative was undertaken in 2002 – known locally as ‘Future

Wolverton’.  This process involved considering every aspect

of the ‘health’ of the town and developed key themes for its

Vision which included ‘a town within a city’, a place to bring

up a family, celebrating its heritage and exploiting the canal

and green spaces.  It identified the aspirations of the

Wolverton community, taking into consideration the views of

Wolverton businesses, landowners and others with an

interest in the town.  The outcome was the production of the

Future Wolverton Vision and Action Plan which, as its name

suggests, provided a plan of action for town centre

improvements and background documents to support
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applications for future funding. 

The Future Wolverton work has formed an important part

in the identification and evolution of the strategies within

the Development Framework Plan and underpins the

‘vision’ for the project detailed in Chapter 3 (Other recent

initiatives taken into consideration are included in

Appendix 1).

In 2003, English Partnerships was allocated £7.3 million

in Communities Plan funding from the Office of Deputy

Prime Minister as part of the Government’s Sustainable

Communities Plan programme.  This was identified for

three sites in Wolverton, which include the Triangular

Building, Wolverton Sports Ground, and buildings which

are currently dis-used to the north-east of the Railway

Works site and adjacent to the canal.  Subsequent

negotiation with the ODPM has resulted in the funding

being allocated only to the Triangular Building and

Wolverton Sports Ground (including Royal Train Shed).

The funding will be used to improve access to the sites

and explore potential development opportunities in line

with the SPG  (Please refer to Chapter 4).

1.5 STUDY PROCESS

The production of the Development Framework Plan

comprised a series of stages.  These were set out in the

GVA Grimley proposal for the project, responding to the

requirements of the Brief.  The core tasks include

familiarisation with the Town, reviewing and assessing

the findings of earlier studies and familiarisation with the

background documents, analysis of sites and potential

development opportunities, stakeholder engagement and

the evolution of a vision leading to the preparation of a

Development Framework. 

Local community involvement was established as part of

the ‘Future Wolverton’ research and progressed as part

of Development Framework Plan.  A number of the

community’s key aspirations are detailed in Chapter 3:

Vision for the Future and form a concise ‘shopping list’ of

options that were tested as development options through

the strategy process.  The outcome reflect the substantial

level of community involvement in the strategy.
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1.6 STRATEGY STRUCTURE

Three documents made up the first draft.   As a result of

the formal SPG public consultation, the Development

Framework Plan and Design Guidance have been

merged into this one document taking account of other

changes made as a result of the consultation and

adopted by the Milton Keynes Council Cabinet on 28th

September 2004 as Supplementary Planning Guidance.

A separate Action Plan and Financial Contributions

Strategy details  information recommending phasing and

delivery process for implementation of the Development

Framework Plan.

1) DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN

The approach taken to the Development Framework Plan

has considered the Wolverton area as a whole (see

figure on following page). Old Wolverton and Wolverton

West End were however only included with respect to

access and connectivity.  A more focussed approach has

established key development sites within the Town

Centre and adjacent to the Canal to the north of the Town

Centre.

The Development Framework Plan provides an overview

of the background to the Study and outlines the issues

and challenges that face Wolverton today. It briefly

reviews relevant planning policy and establishes a vision

for the future regeneration of the town. This vision serves

to inform the strategies for the Town.  It provides

recommendations based upon the approach to the key

sites in terms of urban design and public realm

considerations.

The regeneration of Wolverton is centred on the

enhancement of key town centre locations including The

Square, Glyn Square, Church Street and Stratford Road

as well as the Rail Station, Triangular Building and

Wolverton Sports Ground. Improved accessibility

between these areas is key to the successful

regeneration of the town.  This report therefore provides

recommendations that comprise an integrated set of

development options and a movement strategy,

supported by delivery options in the Financial

Contributions Strategy and design guidelines.

2) ACTION PLAN AND FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS STRATEGY

The purpose of the Action Plan is to achieve a

deliverable, feasible and well-resourced Plan to meet the

aspirations of the Wolverton community as expressed

through the Healthcheck Initiative. This report provides a

template for a phased series of actions to implement the

Development Framework Plan including the roles and

commitment expected from the principal stakeholders

identified. The Financial Contributions Strategy provides

guidance on how the objectives detailed in the Action

Strategy could be paid for, including potential funding

contributions from other programmes and projects for

Wolverton.  This forms a separate report. 
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2 WWOOLLVVEERRTTOONN PPAASSTT AANNDD PPRREESSEENNTT

2.1 BRIEF HISTORY OF WOLVERTON

Wolverton’s history as a railway town is central to its

character. The need to ensure that this character is protected

has been at the forefront of the consultant’s considerations in

evolving the Development Framework Plan. 

The foundation of Wolverton as a railway town began in

1838 when works construction began to bring the London

& Birmingham Railway through the Wolverton area.

Wolverton was one of the country’s first purpose built

railway towns, providing a refuelling and repairs facility

for locomotives between the two major cities of

Birmingham and London. Prior to this in the early 19th

century, the area was largely green-fields, although the

canal had already been constructed in 1798. 

Wolverton has inherited a rich historical heritage from its

industrial past. The unique nature of the

Victorian/Edwardian terraced housing and shopping

parades that make up Wolverton was recognised through

the designation of the central town area as a

Conservation Area in 2001 (see Chapter 4: Planning

Policy Framework). Additionally many of the buildings

that made up the old Railway Works have survived to the

present day. Wolverton can also claim the oldest

grandstand in the country at Wolverton Park Sports

Ground and has links with royalty as the site of the

construction and storage of the Royal Train (The

schedule of listed buildings pertinent to the study is

included in Appendix 3). 

2.2 WOLVERTON TODAY

Wolverton is recognised by government as an

established location with a number of potential sites

offering development opportunities. Notably, Wolverton

has a number of brownfield sites that may come forward

as residential, or residential-led mixed use development

to help meet the objectives of the Government’s

Communities Plan; and in recognition of its location

within a designated town area.

2.3 PROPERTY MARKET CONSIDERATIONS

As part of the assessment of potential options emerging

from the Development Framework Plan, GVA Grimley

has undertaken an initial assessment of the core property

sectors within the town to help inform the evolution of the

strategies. 

In terms of the different property sectors we have

established that limited demand exists in the area for

industrial or commercial premises (although there is

demand for start-up floorspace) and that within the town

centre the demand for retail units is modest (although

there is demand for A3 – hot food takeaways and

restaurants). This assessment however relates to the

market as it currently exists. Our view on the potential for

improving the quality and quantities of retailing in

Wolverton is bound up with the implementation of the

strategies delivered below. In this regard, we consider

that the Town offers significant medium to long term

potential for such uses in the context of an integrated

regeneration strategy.  However, in the current market

the principal ‘value-driver’ within Wolverton is residential.

The market for residential land is buoyant and we are

aware that demand exists for all types of residential

property within the town.  In particular, there is a need for

small units (for example one-bedroom flats) and

‘affordable’ properties. 

Development activity and demand for sites within

Wolverton remains focussed around the residential

property sector. A number of key sites have or are due to

come forward for development within the town including

the following:

• The former East Midlands Electricity Board (EMEB)

site in Old Wolverton.

• Wolverton West End/ Radcliffe School Development.

• The former Post Office Training Centre 

at Wolverton Mill.

• BONG/ McCorquodale site off Stratford Road.
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2.4 LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Until Wolverton became part of the new city of Milton

Keynes in 1965 it had its own Urban District Council

(UDC), which had responsibility for much of what the

Town Council does now. The UDC was disbanded in

1974 when Wolverton became part of Milton Keynes, and

Milton Keynes Borough Council took over local

government of the area. 

Wolverton has benefited from its active and committed

local community.  From this base a number of groups

have formed one of which was the ‘Neighbourhood

Council’, which in 1999 was formed as the precursor to

the Wolverton and Greenleys Town (Parish) Council,

established in 2001. Today the Town Council represents

the first tier of local government and has and continues to

play an important role in fostering community

involvement in local issues. (Other local stakeholders are

included in Appendix 4).



33 VVIISSIIOONN FFOORR TTHHEE FFUUTTUURREE

Wolverton is a highly distinctive town that is

characterised by several key features. These include the

Grand Union Canal, which forms the eastern and

northern edges of the town centre; Wolverton Park

Sports Ground including a redundant velodrome,

grandstand and the former Royal Train Shed; the Railway

Works including key Victorian industrial buildings such as

the canal-side area, the “Secret Garden” and the

‘Triangular Building’. The town’s historic grid pattern

provides it with a distinctive Victorian character that is

now protected by Conservation Area status.

The Wolverton Development Framework Plan has

evolved strategies that seek to protect and enhance the

town’s distinctiveness as well as providing the context

within which the vision of a co-ordinated strategy can be

achieved.  It is recognised that this strategy will need to

link the key opportunity sites and create the wider context

within which individual regeneration initiatives are able to

combine in such a way as to create an integrated whole,

the sum of which is great than its component parts. 

The partner organisations within the Client Group are

seeking to attract appropriate new development to the

town. This will provide Wolverton’s existing and future

residents with sustainable employment opportunities,

improvements to the quality of the built environment, a

well connected, vibrant town centre and retail core

offering greater choice and variety that in turn will

increase its appeal to a wider catchment and community. 

Historically, the town has evolved as a collection of

distinct, poorly integrated sub-areas. The analysis and

previous work undertaken on the Future Wolverton Action

Plan identified three principal areas within Wolverton to

be the focus of regeneration activity. These were:

• The Town Centre area.

• The Station sites.

• The Grand Union Canal area.

The Development Framework Plan has therefore focused

on these sites to identify potential opportunities and

improve linkages. Further discussion and consultation,

however, identified the importance of including the

Railway Works and Glyn Square within the Development

Framework in order to evolve a comprehensive long-term

strategy for the regeneration of the town.

Glyn Square was recognised to be a strategically

important site within the town centre and one that offers

significant potential in the longer term for a new ‘square’,

and perhaps a public transport node (for example bus

stops). It also provides an important link between the

existing town centre retailing on Church Street and the

retailing on Stratford Road, the Railway Station and the

Triangular Building development site.  

The Railway Works site was also recognised as an

important piece in the long-term jigsaw of Wolverton’s

regeneration. The site remains an operational rail

maintenance depot and as such does not represent a

short-term development opportunity. However, this is a

key site and the Development Framework has included

the site with the proviso that any and all options that

evolve for the site must take account of the operational

requirements of current operators Alstom or its

successors.

An important component of the vision within the

Wolverton Development Framework Plan is the need to

protect and enhance the town’s character whilst at the

same time evolving strategies that will link together the

key sites and help establish a well defined town centre

with good linkages for public transport and for pedestrian

and vehicular access. This has been achieved through

both urban design and the evolution of an integrated

transport strategy.

3.1 EARLIER STUDIES

A key informant to the vision for Wolverton was the

outcome of the ‘Future Wolverton’ Healthcheck process.

This process had highlighted a number of key objectives

to be tested/ considered further. These included:

1. Development (protection/enhancement) of Green

Spaces.

2. Development and implementation of a strategy for

making the canal an integral part of the town and its

hinterland, including the development of a marina.
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3. Development of Wolverton as an attractive place in

which to shop.

4. Develop the station into a major feature of the town.

5. Development of a public transport strategy.

(A complete list of recommendations in the Future

Wolverton report are found in Appendix 5.)

Using these objectives as a base, the results of the

stakeholder and community engagement were drawn

together to help focus on the key opportunities and to

differentiate between those that were essential and those

that were desirable but less pivotal to the success of the

emerging strategy.   

The objectives established by the earlier work have been

incorporated into the Development Framework Plan and

given appropriate weight in the preparation of the

emerging strategies. For each strategy the range of

strengths, weaknesses and development challenges

identified from consultation and research precedes the

key strategic components.

3.2 KEY PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE VISION

In the context of the analysis of the earlier work,

stakeholder engagement and on assessment of the sites

and opportunities within Wolverton town centre the GVA

Grimley team, in close consultation with the client

steering group, established core principles that informed

our approach to the strategy and widely the format of this

Development Framework report. 

Essentially, these visioning principles comprise the

following:

Movement and Access – developing a strategy that

serves to link the development opportunities within the

town in such a way to enhance the town’s vitality and

viability.  Within this we consider the issues of

permeability and legibility to be key.  The opportunities to

‘signpost’ Wolverton through enhancing the gateways to

the town is also essential to this vision.  

Distinctiveness and Character – Wolverton has a

proud industrial heritage both as a result of the Railway

and the Canal.  These present challenges but also very

significant opportunities to create interesting and creative

developments. Opportunities to enhance Wolverton as a

potential visitor destination are important and should be

central to the Vision.  

Regional Growth Agenda – The town lies within an area

identified for additional growth and investment so the

vision needs to recognise the positive economic

opportunities that this status provides. As a town with a

number of brownfield sites that offer potential for

development, when linked-together as part of a co-

ordinated strategy, these sites offer real opportunity for

‘place-changing’ development. The importance of taking

advantages of these opportunities is evident.  
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44  PPLLAANNNNIINNGG PPOOLLIICCYY CCOONNTTEEXXTT

4.1 THE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK WITHIN 
THE PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT

The emerging Local Plan policies detailed below, provide

the policy framework for the Milton Keynes area,

including Wolverton. The purpose of this Framework is to

expand upon Local Plan policy. It must therefore conform

with all Local Plan policy which should in turn follow all

national and regional policy guidance. It will also sit

alongside, and must therefore complement, other

strategies and plans affecting the Wolverton and Milton

Keynes area such as the Wolverton West End

Development Framework.

The Inquiry to consider outstanding objections to the

Local Plan began in July 2003 and formally closed in May

2004. It is anticipated that the Plan will be adopted in

2005 following consideration of the Inspector’s report.

As a result of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act,

Local Plans are to be replaced by Local Development

Frameworks (LDF) that will consist of a number of Local

Development Documents (LDDs). Regional Planning

Guidance (RPG) will become Regional Spatial Strategies

and Structure Plans will be abolished. Some of the LDDs

will have statutory status similar to the current Local Plan

and will be subject to independent examination. ‘Area

Action Plans’, produced for areas where significant

change is anticipated, are one such example of an LDD.

Supplementary Planning Guidance will be replaced by

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD). 

Under the transitional arrangements Milton Keynes

Council must continue to progress the emerging Milton

Keynes Local Plan to adoption, at which point the

policies therein can be ‘saved’ for a period of three years.

Other policies in the area include the Local Transport

Plan covering the period up to 2006 and a Sustainable

Integrated Transport Policy, which is designed to initiate a

shift from car dependency in Milton Keynes and will affect

Wolverton as it lies on one of the key transport routes of

Milton Keynes. 

The Wolverton West End Development Framework is

being produced internally by MK Council separately to

the Development Framework Plan. This is because of the

origins of the designations as two separate areas.

However, as the development areas may now be

combined as suggested in the pre-inquiry changes to the

Local Plan it is especially important that this Framework

complements the West End Framework to provide a

comprehensive strategy for Wolverton.

4.2 LOCAL PLAN POLICY

The Adopted Local Plan for the Borough was adopted in

1995 and was intended to cover the period up to 2001.

The review of the Local Plan to cover the period to 2001

began formally in 2000 with the publication of the First

Deposit Plan.  In October 2002 proposed changes were

published in the Second Deposit Plan to take on board

comments made on the First Deposit Plan.   These

proposed changes included the introduction of two

Development Framework areas in Wolverton – one for the

Railway Works (Policy KS6) and one for the West End

(Policy KS6A).

These policies refer to the production of Development

Frameworks to help guide new development in 

these areas.

Alterations to the Second Deposit Plan (Pre Inquiry

Changes) were published in April 2003 in light of further

comments made on the Second Deposit Plan.  The Pre

Inquiry Changes include changes to the Wolverton

Development Framework Policies, essentially merging the

two areas together and bringing them under one policy

(Policy KS6).  This is the principle policy framework to

which the Wolverton Development Framework relates and

is reproduced below:

Policy KS6: Wolverton Development Framework Area

The redevelopment of significant parts of the Wolverton

Development Framework Area, as defined on the

Proposals Map, is likely to take place within the period

covered by the Local Plan.  Any redevelopment proposals

should comply with the following aims:
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(i) Support the regeneration of Wolverton Town Centre

(ii) Preserve or enhance the character of the Wolverton

Conservation Area

(iii) Minimise the traffic impact of development and

improve links between the area and the rest of

the town

(iv) Improve public access to the Grand Union Canal

(v) Improve leisure and recreational facilities within the

West End area

(vi) Ensure a high quality of design

(vii) Increase the amount and range of housing available

in Wolverton

(viii) Promote mixed use development, consistent with the

location of the area adjoining the Town Centre and

existing residential areas

(ix) Enable the continuing operation of rail-related

activities.

Proposals will also be assessed against the Development

Framework Plan proposals for the area, which will have the

status of Supplementary Planning Guidance.

This document is the Development Framework to which

these Policies refer. 

4.3 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY

The relevant National Planning Policy which must

underpin any regeneration proposals include:

PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development

PPG 3 Housing

PPG 4 Industrial, Commercial Development 

and Small Firms

PPS 6 Planning for Town Centres

PPG 13 Transport

PPG 15 Planning and the Historic Environment

PPG 17 Planning for Open Space 

4.4 SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES PLAN

Sustainable Communities: Building for the Future was

launched by the Deputy Prime Minister on 5 February

2003. The ‘Communities Plan’ is a long term programme

of action backed by £22 billion of investment to improve

housing and planning in order to build sustainable

thriving communities. It covers a wide agenda,

recognising that to develop communities in which people

wish to live, housing policy needs to be linked to

improving economies, public services, transport and the

environment at a local level. 

In particular the plan aims to increase the provision of

high quality and affordable housing in areas of high

demand. The housing shortage in London and the South

East is to be addressed by providing for major growth in

four growth areas including Milton Keynes/ South

Midlands. Other aims of the plan are to regenerate

declining communities, bring all social housing up to a

decent standard by 2010, improve the efficiency of the

planning system and decentralise housing policy and

planning by empowering local and regional government.

The Thames Gateway was allocated a dedicated fund

and the three other growth areas, including Milton

Keynes/ South Midlands, a shared fund of £164 million.

This was designed to facilitate the delivery of housing

targets through, for example, site assembly, brownfield

land remediation, delivery mechanisms, additional

affordable housing and essential local infrastructure.

English Partnerships has recently announced plans to

double the size of the housing stock in Milton Keynes

that will increase population by approximately a third.

This is to be achieved through the creation of an Urban

Development Area.
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4.5  OTHER RELEVANT LOCAL PLAN POLICIES

Many of the key development sites considered in Chapter 5

of this report are included within the Local Plan Development

Framework area.  However, some of the areas are outside

the area defined by the Pre Inquiry Changes:

The Agora / Glyn Square

The Agora shopping centre is located in the town centre of

Wolverton and the pre-inquiry changes propose that the

primary shopping area be extended to include the northern

side of the Agora. Policy TC13 marks the improvement of

The Agora as one of the priorities for improving the town

centre. 

Glyn Square is also designated as part of the town

centre.The Local Plan Policies regulating retail use in

Wolverton are TC11 to TC13.

4.6 OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES

Wolverton was designated as a Conservation Area in

December 2001. The Council is preparing Conservation

Area Character Statements for each designated area.

These documents will be used when assessing

development proposals affecting Conservation Areas.

All of the six sites identified in this report are included in

the Conservation Area.

The Local Plan Policy affecting development in

Conservation Areas is HE6 – Conservation Areas.

Other Local Plan polices such as those relating to

design, the natural environment, the historic environment

and transport are also relevant and therefore DV2 should

be read in conjunction with this Development Framework

Plan.

4.7 ARCHAEOLOGY

The area covered by the Wolverton regeneration Strategy

incorporates parts of the historic core of the town,

formerly known as Wolverton St George, which is

nationally significant as an early railway town. This area

contains below ground industrial archaeology that charts

the development since 1838 of the first station, railway

works and worker housing. There is also the potential for

earlier archaeology as Roman features have been found

to the east of the canal and a Bronze Age barrow has

been partially excavated in the grounds of Bushfield

Middle School, Moon Street.

In order to satisfy Planning Policy Guidance Note 16:

Archaeology & Planning, any regeneration or

development scheme within the Wolverton Regeneration

Strategy area will require archaeological investigations to

establish the potential archaeology of the site at the

preliminary stage of the scheme. Where significant

archaeology is identified the features should, wherever

possible, be preserved in situ. Where this is not possible

the sites shall be excavated and recorded.

The Square

Secret garden
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5.1 URBAN DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The Wolverton Regeneration Strategy aims to create an

attractive, vibrant mixed use town centre to meet the

aspirations of its citizen.  In order to achieve this, it is vital

that the layout and type of new development, how it relates

to the public realm and the quality of the public realm is

considered early in the development process.  For this

reason, it is important to establish the urban design

principles that will allow for high quality new development

and associated public realm to occur.  These follow on from

the government publication ‘By Design’.

5.1.1 CHARACTER AND GENIUS LOCI 

Character of an area is enhanced by respecting its locally

distinctive patterns of development, sense of history, culture

and traditions.  All urban design objectives should seek to

improve and contribute to the overall context and identity of

Wolverton.  Wolverton’s history is the first purpose built

green-field railway town in the country after Robert

Stephenson brought the London & Birmingham Railway to

Wolverton in 1838.  Wolverton’s historic Victorian and

Georgian character and layout should be enhanced when

considering any redevelopment opportunity.  Wolverton

should establish the principle : to aim to meet the needs of

the community and preserve the heritage and identity of the

area whilst supporting local diversity.  The distinctive natural

and historic setting, views and local topography and

ecology should be an inspiration for new development.

Local materials, scale and texture, craftsmanship and scale

of development should reflect its local and regional

traditions.  Wolverton must aspire to become a place with

the highest quality architecture, landscape architecture and

public realm design that will enhance and complement its

historic character and context. 

Wolverton’s Character

St Georges Church

Wolverton Streets



5.1.2 CONTINUITY AND ENCLOSURE 

Achieved by reinforcing the continuity of street and the

enclosure of space by development, which clearly defines

public and private space.  Successful urban space is

defined and enclosed by buildings, structures and

landscape.  The relationship between building and street

are fundamental to this.  Buildings must relate to a common

building edge and reinforce and define the street.  Primary

access to buildings must be from the street, i.e. the front of

the building.  Building height and scale should relate

directly to the width of the street and space between backs

of buildings.  Buildings must provide a clear distinction

between public and private space. 

5.1.3 CIVIC QUALITY AND PUBLIC REALM

The quality of the space between buildings must provide

spaces and routes that are safe, uncluttered, active and

identifiable.  A safe, attractive, and usable public realm is

key to the success of a place.  The public realm needs to

encourage public life by allowing a variety of activities to

take place, responding to different daily and seasonal

needs, and catering for all members of the community.

Activities such as the staging of impromptu street

entertainment, children’s play or celebratory events and

parades, are best accommodated in the public realm

through well designed, multi purpose streets and spaces

and not specially designed spaces.  Spaces and routes

need to be multi functional, attractive and inviting

regardless of the quantity of people populating the space.

This should allow a range of different people to use the

same space, at the same time but in different ways.

A clear distinction between public and private space is

defined by building edges.  Streets should be considered

as part of the public realm as are the ‘backways’ and

spaces immediately adjacent to ground floor uses.  Proper

interface between building and public space creates a

dialogue promoting surveillance and interaction.  Active

ground floor frontages, which encourage ‘comings and

goings’ will enhance the interface.  People should feel safe

when they walk and cycle in the town, both in relation to the

risk of personal attack and road safety hazards.  The detail

of the public realm manifested in the paving, materials,

details, planting, lighting and signage all contribute to its
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success.  The provision of a well-lit and populated public

realm can reduce crime and is fundamental to how safe it is

perceived to be by the public.  The introduction of public art

adds character and significance to special places 

and along key routes. 

5.1.4  CONNECTIVITY, PERMEABILITY 
EASE OF MOVEMENT 

Achieved through high accessibility and local movement

by making places that connect with each other and are

easy to move through.  In order to promote an efficient

form of development that minimises reliance on private

cars, movement patterns should provide an armature for

development that relates land use and density to the

accessibility of public transport, and provides a

complementary mix of uses in the town core.  The

regular historic urban/block structure of Wolverton Town

Centre currently facilitates good connectivity and

permeability between places.  New development should

continue this principle and support this structure, which

will further facilitate connectivity.  There should be a

hierarchy of routes: Primary routes should link together

key nodes, uses and transport facilities.  Secondary

routes should provide further integration.  As with all

aspects of the design of the public realm, the critical

issue to the success of achieving ease of movement will

be finding the right balance between the different

transport modes, practical engineering solutions and

design quality.  This subject is detailed more fully in

Strategy 2: Creating a Key Linkage Network in the

Development Framework Plan. 
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5.1.5 LEGIBILITY AND IDENTITY

Legibility and identity is achieved through the ease of

understanding by development that provides a system of

recognisable routes, nodes and features to orientate

users. Wolverton is a place that has a clear identity and

is easy to understand primarily due to the robust urban

structure and layout of the town. New landmarks,

gateways and focal points will help people find their way

around and provide more memorable features and

appropriate entry points for Wolverton. Development

should support existing routes and reinforce views and

vistas where possible. Building design should support the

importance of these routes. Well-designed corners, good

detailing and quality of materials all contribute to creating

a distinctive identity. Landmark building opportunities

exist on a variety of sites and should operate on a range

of levels, those that work within the context of the town

and those that work within the context of the

neighbourhood.

As a back-up to a legible townscape and to make a town

as ‘visitor friendly’ as possible, clear and comprehensive

signage with consistent graphics should be provided at

all key decision points. This signage should fulfil the

following functions;

• Welcome; The town should be as ‘visitor friendly’ as

possible, signage welcoming visitors to the town

should be located at all main arrival points. Other

information on Wolverton’s, history, character and

activities could also be included.  

• Directions; Signage should be clearly identifiable and

easy to understand.

• Orientation; The use of maps can also be considered

at key points to assist people with orientation.

• Branding; Signage can be an important vehicle to

strengthen the identity and character of the public

realm if the style of signage is co-ordinated with other

street furniture and overall character of the townscape. 

Wolverton has interpreted these issues in a creative way

with the introduction of the Heritage Trail. This strategy is

both original and effective in translating the town’s heritage

and features into an enjoyable and investigative journey and

town centre walk. We believe that this interpretive journey
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could be expanded to include other features of the town

including: ‘The Wall’ (and features along it), the rail Works

site, the ‘Triangular Building’, Wolverton Park Sports

Ground, features along the Grand Union Canal, the ‘Secret

Garden’, and other historic features currently not included.

5.1.6  ADAPTABILITY AND RESPONSIVENESS

Development that should respond to changing social,

technological and economic and market conditions.  The

historic urban pattern of Wolverton has accommodated

some limited change, (much of the major changes in the

recent past have been very poorly integrated into the town)

though new development is restricted by the existing

fabric/buildings and the Conservation Area Article 4

designation.  This is in part, due to a majority of the town

being built as worker housing for the rail works and has

remained largely unchanged in its building typology

of terrace housing.  Many of the community facilities and

buildings provided either directly by the railway company or

as a response to its workforce have disappeared either as a

result of changing times, removal or deliberate demolition.

Wolverton should be a place that can change, evolve and

adapt to changing social, technological, economic and

market conditions.  The overall layout and physical fabric of

the area must be able to accommodate a degree of change.

This is a real challenge for both the planning authority and

the developer/architect to bring forward projects that both

respect and complement the historic character of the town

and allow greater mix of use and accommodation. 

In new development a strong robust urban structure, street

network and building form is one of the best ways to

achieve flexibility in proposed use and future adaptation.

Places and spaces must encourage use and accommodate

a range of activities as well be able to adapt to future

requirements. 
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5.1.7 DIVERSITY AND CHOICE

Diversity and choice is achieved through a mix of

compatible developments and uses, which work together

to create vital, viable places that meet a range of local

needs.  Wolverton should promote a wider mix of

compatible uses that work  together to create greater

vitality, meet local needs, and offer variety and choice at

a range of scales.  Buildings should be able to

accommodate a range of uses within the same envelope.

Mixed-use development offers the greatest opportunity

for flexibility in the future and can help to attract a range

of people to live, work and play in the same area.

Diversity of tenure in all uses allows residents and

businesses to adapt to changing levels in economic

conditions, expansion and contraction of operations and

size or changing family units.  This is particularly relevant

given the substantial proportion of ethic population living

in the town.  

5.1.8  INTEGRATION AND EFFICIENCY

Sustainable development should integrate land uses,

transport and the natural environment, promote

walkability and reduce the need to travel. The

relationship between pedestrian movement and public

transport provision should maximise accessibility. Many

of these objectives have been achieved in the Victorian

urban structure of the town. We must ensure that new

development supports the original and sound principles

established at the conception of the town. All new

development should be of high quality, designed and built

with sustainable principles and with an overarching aim

of achieving a beautiful town environment. 

5.2 ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT FORM

The translation of these objectives into the spatial structure

and appropriate form of development relative to the unique

characteristics of the Regeneration Framework area is

expressed below in terms of the following:

• Urban structure;

• Urban grain;

• Density and mix of uses; 

• Scale: Landmarks

• Scale: Heights and massing; 

• Facade and interface; 

• Material and details; and

• Landscape and public realm.

5.2.1 URBAN STRUCTURE

The success of any place lies in having a clear urban

structure. This includes the essential ingredients of the

key routes and spaces that give a place its framework for

development.

The rational layout of Wolverton has gifted the town with

a robust urban structure that has remained largely intact

to the present day. New development will be constructed

from the building blocks of streets, blocks and plots with

a tight urban grain, logical connections and a strong

urban edge, punctuated by appropriate gateways to

create a sense of arrival.

This document provides detailed design guidance on 4

specific areas, which shall be detailed later in the report.

5.2.2  URBAN GRAIN 

Any development within the Regeneration Framework Plan

area must reinforce the historic pattern of development and

existing urban grain of streets, blocks and plots.

This strategy will also allow development to be

implemented on a phased basis.  The following key

principles must be applied in developing the urban grain of

blocks and plots within newly planned areas, which should

respect the scale and character of existing blocks in the

town centre.  This includes:
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5.2.3 BLOCKS

New development must retain a coherent block structure

clearly present in the existing town form and defined by the

hierarchy of routes and spaces.

• The new block structure, which is derived from the key

constraints and pattern of connections to the

surrounding areas to facilitate a variety of different

development conditions.

• Blocks should be regular in shape to facilitate ease of

development, sub-division into smaller parcels and

containment of internal private open space.

• In all instances development should follow the perimeter

of the block along a common building line, without major

setbacks to foster a strong sense of enclosure to the

urban block. 

5.2.4 PLOTS

The success in creating a mixed-use town centre lies in

breaking down large development parcels into smaller units

of development. This approach is based on the promotion

of a fine grain development. This involves proposals for

plots, which reinforces the fine grain quality of the existing

town and sets up a pattern of mixed use and a rhythm of

different facades that provides a smaller more appropriate

scale urban environment creating a harmonious and

integrated development. The above principle will be

expanded upon in the design guidance section for 

specific sites. 

5.2.5 DENSITY AND MIX OF USES

Fundamental to the vision of an attractive mixed-use

town centre is the provision of mixed-use development

that creates sufficient density to make a vibrant and

sustainable place. Wolverton was been planned as a

relatively high-density town of approximately 65 dwellings

per hectare. In certain areas of the town this can be

increased relative to its location. We suggest that

development/redevelopment of the Agora and Glyn

Square has the potential for higher density development

and will be further detailed in the area specific guidance. 
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5.2.6 SCALE: LANDMARKS

Opportunities exist within the Regeneration Framework

area to create a series of new landmark buildings to

provide legibility and identity to the various precincts.

Landmark buildings, where identified on the plan, which

may not necessarily imply high buildings but buildings of

special architectural quality and treatment. 

5.2.7 SCALE: HEIGHTS AND MASSING

The underlying design principles are rooted in

maintaining and enhancing the scale and character of

Wolverton, ensuring that any new development does not

work against these qualities.  As a general rule the height

of buildings should largely reflect those of existing

adjacent development but could be increased around

new development sites, specifically at the Agora and

Glyn Square. This principle translates into 2-3 storey

development in most locations in the town with the

potential for slightly higher 3-4 storey development on

corners or in key locations.

5.2.8 FAÇADE AND INTERFACE

The Development Framework Plan does not provide a

prescriptive approach to architectural design but rather

seeks to foster design of the highest quality, both in building

and spatial terms.  The following key recommendations are

made as principles for development.

• All landmark buildings should be the subject of

architectural design competitions to ensure the highest

level of architectural design. 

• The sub-division of land should promote a finer grain

approach to the development encouraging greater

architectural diversity. 

• The presumption should be in favour of the retention

and conversion of old buildings, or elements of these

buildings, as far as possible. 

• The establishment of a design forum within the town to

promote the highest quality of architectural design and

best practice.

• The promotion of high quality of environmental design in

architecture, which uses best practice methods.

In terms of detailed design guidance, the following key

principles should be incorporated in detailed development

briefs for specific sites:

• A range of building typologies is essential to creating a

robust and adaptable built fabric. Ideally buildings should

be designed in a manner, which would permit their

adaptation for other uses over time. 

• The character and scale of buildings should reflect the

use of the building. The facades may be articulated with

balconies where appropriate and bay windows or minor

set backs of no more than 1-1.5 m where appropriate to

reinforce the verticality of the building. 

• The ground floors of all buildings should be clearly

expressed in architectural treatment through the use of

shopfronts, different materials or colonnades. They

should have a higher floor-to-floor dimension than the

storeys above. 

• The primary access to buildings should be from the

street with entrances to ground floor units no more than

12 metres apart.  The entrances of all buildings should

be reflected both in scale and form to establish a clear

identity to the building. This should be achieved by use

of vertical elements which project beyond the building

set back line, different façade treatments or larger

opening on the façade.

• The treatment of corners with special features and

façade treatments will be encouraged to promote the

overall legibility of the place. 

5.2.9 PUBLIC REALM

The public realm strategy has as its primary objective: to

create an attractive, safe and clean pedestrian friendly

environment, that is interconnected, easy to move through

and use for residents, workers and visitors alike. It been

outlined in Section 3: Create a Hierarchy of Linked Public

Space and will not be repeated here in this document.

There will however be recommendations given for the

public realm on specific sites detailed later in the report.
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66 SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY FFRRAAMMEEWWOORRKK

The vision outlined in Chapter 3 defines our objectives for

Wolverton’s regeneration.  The seven strategies identified

in this chapter have emerged to address each objective

and provide the structure of the development framework.  It

is important to note, however, that the strategies have been

borne out of considerable consultation with the community

and take forward the recommendations identified in the

‘Future Wolverton’ Healthcheck (2002). For each strategy

the range of strengths, weaknesses and development

challenges identified from consultation and research

precedes the key strategic components.

Key development options are assessed in Strategy One,

which seeks to develop an attractive, vibrant mixed-use

town centre based on five key sites within Wolverton’s town

centre.  For each, the potential of the site is identified and

decision guidelines for its redevelopment indicated. 

Movement and access throughout Wolverton is a vital

component of the Town’s regeneration. Strategy Two – A

Key Linkage Network and Strategy Five – Public Transport

Strategy together constitute a comprehensive movement

strategy for Wolverton. The recommendations in the former

focus on pedestrian, cycle and motor vehicle linkages, with

the latter focusing on the improved integration of public

transport.  

The connection of Wolverton’s key public spaces and

gateways are addressed in Strategies Three and Four.

Waterfront development opportunities, close to the heart of

town, are addressed in Strategy Six, with the future options

for the Rail Works being addressed by Strategy Seven.

SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY OONNEE::
66..11 DDEEVVEELLOOPP AANN AATTTTRRAACCTTIIVVEE,, VVIIBBRRAANNTT MMIIXXEEDD--

UUSSEE TTOOWWNN CCEENNTTRREE

Strategy One provides a development framework for key

sites in Wolverton’s Town Centre and Station Area.  The

establishment of a mix of uses, will assist with

rejuvenating Wolverton and seek to address the

objectives of employment generation, retail core

enhancement, improve the quality and connectivity of the

public realm improved connectivity and protection of the

town’s historic character. 

Development should follow the general urban design

principles set-out in the design guidelines detailed

previously in this document.

The following general issues should be inherent to any

proposal:

• Current accommodation should be re-provided for in

the new development

• Building and public realm design should be of the

highest quality 

• Building materials should be sympathetic to and

complement the character of the town

• Development should demonstrate best practice of

energy efficient design and sustainable construction

methods, achieving a minimum standard of BREEAM

assessments

TToowwnn CCeennttrree SSiitteess

Wolverton has suffered from not having a clearly defined

retail centre.  Sites such as the Agora and Glyn Square

have been identified from the research as locations with

development potential.  As such, recommendations for

their development are focussed on enhancing the town’s

retail mix and creating synergies with uses such as

residential and commercial development. 
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THE TRIANGLE BUILDING

ROYAL TRAIN SHED

GLYN SQUARE

AGORA
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6.1.1 PROJECT SITE NO 1: GLYN SQUARE

Glyn Square is located on the eastern edge of

Wolverton’s Town Centre located on Creed Street

between Stratford Road and Church Street and opposite

the MADCAP Arts Centre and Old Market Hall.

Accommodation at Glyn Square is a single storey retail

shed which includes a discount supermarket and other

retailers and car parking facing onto Creed Street to the

west of the site.  Further accommodation is located on

the service route behind the primary shed including for

British Telecom. The location affords vehicular access to

Stratford Road, Church Street via Creed Street and the

service lane to the rear of the site.

Issues

The design and layout of the retail shed building sits back

from Creed Street and makes little contribution to this key

gateway location.  It is recognised that the current ‘edge

of centre’ retailing scheme at Glyn Square is

inappropriate for its location both in terms of scale,

character of the building and its relationship to the

surrounding town centre. The expanse of car parking,

adjacent to Creed Street, dominates the site offers a poor

reception to the town. There is little opportunity for the

site to operate as a square or public space given its

current layout and level of use.  In particular, constrained

vehicular access into the car park can be a cause of

congestion at times. Also access for the sites located on

the service road is problematic, particularly access to car

parking. 

Gross Site Area: 1.6 Ha

Indicative plot area ratio PAR: 1:1

Objective:

Create a new high-quality mixed-use development

focused around a public space and forms an attractive

reception to the town centre.

Glyn Square
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Recommendations:

• Demolish the existing retail shed buildings, the car

park facing Creed Street, existing buildings east of the

service access including the British Telecom Building

and existing brick retaining walls around the site on

the corner of Stratford Road and Creed Street and

redevelop the site as indicated in the diagram.

• The redevelopment of Glyn Square should reinforce its

aspect as a significant gateway to the town centre.

• Enhance views to St. George’s Church and open up the

site for frontage development onto Stratford Road and

Church Street.

• Tree planting and other environmental improvements will

enhance the location.

• Reconfigure the Tesco entrance/roundabout and Creed

Street junction to Stratford Road as recommended in

Strategy 2 and 4 of the Development Framework.

• Create a public space/square and focus for the area.

• Traffic must be managed around the square so that

good pedestrian access is achieved from all points.

• Enhance linkages from all adjacent points including;

Tescos, Church Street, McConnell Drive and Stratford

Road.

• Open up the old laundry building to the new square.

• Car parking and servicing could be provided below

ground and could be accessed from McConnell Drive.

• Development mass should be broken down to form

smaller scaled building volumes that are sympathetic to

the scale and character of the town.

• Investigate the possibility to re-align Church Street (as a

continuation of its east-west alignment) to provide a 90°

T Junction to McConnell Drive.

DDEESSIIGGNN GGUUIIDDEELLIINNEESS::

1-Glyn Square: Creed Street frontage between

Stratford Road and Church Street

• Mixed use development including ground floor retail,

leisure and potentially community uses with residential

accommodation above.

• A landmark building should be located at the corner of

Stratford Road and Creed Street.

• Provide active ground floor frontage facing Glyn

Square/Creed Street and Stratford Road.

• Development height should be 3 stories with a

potential set-back level above.

• Ground floor accommodation should allow roof

gardens to residential uses.

• Provide wide pavement in front of development for

ground floor uses, seating and al-fresco dining.

• Common setback for new development to improve

legibility and quality of public spaces.

Access Street, Glyn Square
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2-Glyn Square Mews: Rear of Glyn Square to

McConnell Drive

• Create a mews type development (Creed Lane)

between Creed Street and McConnell Drive

connecting with Church Street and Stratford Road.

• Mixed-use development should contain specialty retail,

crafts, artists workshops and A-3 type uses in 2 storey

building height.

• Refurbish Laundry Building for active ground floor

uses with mixed-use accommodation above.

• Refurbish former training building to live/work and

workshop accommodation - remove 1950’s front

addition.

• Provide a pedestrian link to Stratford Road - on street

parallel parking could be provided along the mews.

• The roofs of ground floor accommodation could

provide gardens/green space for residential

accommodation above.

3-Church Street: Along Church Street between Creed

Street and McConnell Drive

• Mixed-use development would include ground floor

retail, leisure with residential accommodation above.

• Development should enhance McConnell

Drive/Church Street gateway.

• Development should be 3 stories with a potential set-

back level above.

• Development should accommodate the change in

level between Creed Street and McConnell Drive and

allow ground floor access into Creed Square Mews.

Laundry Building

Glyn SquareCreed Street
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4-Stratford Road and Stratford Road Mews 

• Create frontage development onto Stratford Road by

creating a small collection of buildings on the existing car

park next to the Greek restaurant leading to Church Street

• Development on Stratford Road should be 3 stories and

would include; Retail/A3 uses on ground floor with

residential accommodation above

• Development should harmonise with the scale of existing

adjacent buildings (Old Town Hall)

• Mews development should be 2 storeys and contain

live/work and workshop accommodation including craft

and artists studios

• A potential small mixed-use building could be developed

on Tesco land on Stratford Road opposite Glyn Square

with active ground floor uses

5-Public Realm: Glyn Square 

• Glyn Square should comprise both hard and soft

landscaping with quality materials 

• Redevelopment of Glyn Square should accommodation a

public space that could accommodate a range of uses

and users from early morning to evening.  It should

however be noted that The Square provides a key public

area for community events and celebrations.  The public

space at the redeveloped Glyn Square would therefore be

of secondary importance to the Square and would only

host additional community events if the need arises.

• Creed Street should allow bus stop facilities and a

potential taxi rank.

• A small amount of car parking could be provided adjacent

to the public space and should be integrated into the

design of the space.

• Trees could be in the form of a gridded pattern and offer

shade to its users of the space.

• The pedestrian crossing on Stratford Road should be

improved along with the proposed junction improvements.

• The public space should  provide a generous pavement

along Stratford Road.

• Special features such as water, public art and lighting

should enliven the space

Public spaces

Streetside dining and Pavement cafes

Water features
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6.1.2 PROJECT SITE NO 2: AGORA SITE 
(TOWN CENTRE – CHURCH STREET)

The Agora building is situated between the Town Square

and Church Street, bisecting Radcliffe Street at the heart

of the Town Centre. 

In 1979 the existing building was constructed with support

from the Milton Keynes Development Corporation.

Historically, the building has supported a mix of uses,

including a market as well as leisure, commercial and

other retail uses at various times. Over the past 25 years

this mix has declined and the main ground floor of the

building is now given over to store holders who trade on

licence agreements, mostly selling discount quality

household goods.  There are some units on the first floor

level let to small businesses and MK College, The Ark

Housing Charity and Sure Start Milton Keynes.

Issues

The current use of the property for discount quality retail

evidently contributes to the overall mix of retailing within the

town. However, the Agora’s appeal is limited and local in

nature. As such, its current use does not attract demand from

a wide catchment area. The Agora represents a significant

under-use of this important town centre site and it is,

arguably, at the heart of the ‘problem’ to widen the appeal of

the town. This view was supported throughout this study by

local residents and is a long-standing belief of an

overwhelming majority of the town’s community.

The community consultation established widespread concern

and criticism of the Agora’s design and the detrimental

impact that this has upon the character of the town. In its

current form the building relates very badly to its

surroundings and is perceived as wholly 

unsympathetic to the rest of the town centre. As a building it

is introverted and thus fails to provide active frontages onto

the streets it faces. The structure also provides a relatively

impermeable barrier between the Town Square area and the

remainder of the Town Centre/Church Street.

Gross Site Area: 1:27 Ha

Indicative plot area ratio PAR: 1:1

The Agora

The Agora viewed from Church Street

The Agora viewed from The Square
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Objective

Provide a high-quality mixed-use development that

respects the historic urban structure of the town,

complements its character and enhances the retail core.

Recommendations:

• Demolish the Agora and adjoining

structures/constructions and redevelop the site as

identified in the diagram

• The existing building could be replaced with a central

market hall to include a new unit for the existing retail

uses, Co-op food store and Post Office

• Development should seek to enhance connectivity

within the town centre to Church Street and Stratford

Road from the Square

• Radcliffe Street should be reconnected (as it was

originally) to allow direct vehicular and pedestrian

movement between the Square and Stratford road.

• The western segment of the street bounding The

Square should continue through to Church Street

allowing pedestrian and vehicular movement.

• Buckingham Street should remain a through-street as

should Church Street.

• The building height of new development within the site

area will range from 2-3 storeys with key landmark

buildings adjacent to the new Market Hall at 4 Storey

where appropriate.  The technicality of this will be

determined during the detailed design stage. 

DDEESSIIGGNN GGUUIIDDEELLIINNEESS::

1- The Square-Extension:

A new multi-function building or ‘Market Hall’ should be

built in the centre of a new public square that forms an

extension on the northern side of the existing Square.

• The building should accommodate a range of uses

and functions and provide active frontage to all sides

of he building.
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• The building should allow through movement, both east

to west and north to south.

• The building should address the street and allow visual

connections through

• The building should be a single storey structure.

2-The Square-West:

Development site between The Square, Buckingham

Street, and Church Street.

• Develop mixed-use accommodation including residential

and active retail/A3 uses on ground floor.

• Development should allow movement through the

east/west ‘backway’ to the Square.

• Development should generally be 2-3 storeys with a set-

back level above.

• Ground floor accommodation should accommodate rear

gardens either at ground level or on the roof of the

ground floor space.

3-The Square-East:

Development site between Radcliffe Street, Buckingham

Street, Church Street and Georges Way.

• Develop mixed-use accommodation including residential

and commercial office space on upper levels with active

uses on ground floor.

• Development should generally be 2-3 storeys with a

potential set-back level above along Radcliffe Street and

Church Street.

• A slightly taller building (4 stories) could mark the corner

of Church and Radcliffe Street.

• Mews development could occur along the east/west and

north/south ‘backway’ between Buckingham and Church

Street and should generally be 2 storeys with a potential

set-back level above on the north, south facing side.

• Mews should accommodate emergency vehicle access

but should be shared surface in nature and pedestrian

dominant.

Market Building

Market Building

Market Building



• Existing uses/occupiers should be re-accommodated in

the new development including the Co-op.

• Internal courtyards should be landscaped.

• Car parking should be provided in a landscaped setting

for the new development.

• Car parking should be provided along Church Street:

Adjacent to the retail units along the eastern side of

Radcliffe Street and on the western side of the Square

opposite new development. 

4-Public Realm

• Car parking should be provided as part of the re-

development of the site.

• The existing car park on the corner of Church Street and

St. George’s Way should allow improved access into St.

Georges Church.

• The space should be paved with high quality materials.

• Trees should continue the gridded pattern in the car park

and offer shade to its users.

• The footpath on the north side of Church Street should be

widened to accommodate street side dining, seating and

a line of trees.

• The footpath on the west side of Radcliffe Street between

Church Street and Stratford Road should be widened to

allow between pedestrian movement and a line of trees.

• Footpaths around the new Square should be generous to

accommodate ‘al-fresco’ dining and seating. 

Station / Canal Area

The area defined by the Station and Canal Area includes

major sites to the east of the Town Centre including the

Wolverton Park Sports Ground, the Triangular Building and

Wolverton Station. They have all been identified from the

research and consultation as locations with significant

development potential.  As such, recommendations for the

development focus includes enhancing canal frontage for

those adjacent to the Grand Union Canal and improving

access and linkages with the town centre.  
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Gridded pattern of trees

Mews
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6.1.3 PROJECT SITE NO 3: TRIANGLE BUILDING AND
READING ROOM

The Triangular Building is a Grade II listed former locomotive

workshop and warehouse that currently lies vacant and dilapidated

at the eastern edge of the town centre.  It is bounded by the Grand

Union Canal to the north, rail lines to the west and Stratford Road at

its southern edge. The building sits at grade with the adjacent

railway lines to the west, while its entrance from Stratford Road is

from the upper level, leaving it land-locked to vehicular traffic. 

It is a Victorian structure that also includes a Reading Room at the

far eastern corner on Stratford Road, which is also Grade II listed.

The buildings are a very large structure totalling approximately 9,400

square metres footprint. The buildings volume offers a particular

challenge when considering its potential for alternative uses whilst

respecting its listed status.   Notwithstanding these above

constraints, both the buildings architectural details as well as

location (in between town centre and station and adjacent to canal)

provide the ingredients for an ideal redevelopment opportunity.

Network Rail currently holds the freehold title to the site. 

Issues

The current state of the building is being investigated through the ODPM

sustainable Communities Plan Bid funding.Access to the site is

problematic as the rail lines directly to the west of the building are

operational and currently prevent vehicular access from McConnell

Drive.  There is also limited access from Stratford Road for vehicles

and pedestrians.

The Grade II listing of the building represents a significant constraint

to its re-use.

Gross Site Area: 1.49 Ha

Indicative plot area ratio PAR: 1:1
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View along Stratford Road

The Triangular Building
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Objective 

To refurbish one of Wolverton’s most historic buildings

and encourage a vibrant mixed-use development that

attracts a wide patronage whilst enhancing linkages

between the town centre and Wolverton Station.

Recommendations:

• Capture the significant redevelopment opportunity that

Triangular Building presents to complement the town.

• Reinforce the building’s architectural significance and

strategic location to Wolverton Station and the town

centre. 

• Refurbish the building to include a mix of uses:

residential, active uses (speciality retail and leisure)

along Stratford Road, workshops, small business units

and office accommodation

• The eastern façade and ‘Reading room’ should be

used to complement the town’s Eastern Gateway

• The size and format of the building lends itself to a

perimeter development with a central courtyard (open

or glazed). This would allow light into the building,

provide separation between potential uses and

provide a central communal space for

occupiers/residents (subject to vehicular access

solution)

• Refurbishment of the building should reinforce its

direct interface with the canal.

• The Grade II listing of the building requires that the

structure be protected.  Of particular interest is the

western façade brickwork, which should be enhanced

by any development that takes place

• Active ground floor uses should be provided along

Stratford Road.

• Access to the building is limited.  Additional access to

the building should therefore be provided along

Stratford Road : one near the western end of the

building and one at the eastern end into the Reading

Room

• A primary entrance and vehicular access should be

gained via the west across the rail lines and

McConnell Drive

• Car parking on site will need to be accommodated

possibly along the western face or below grade

• The ‘Reading Room’ should be refurbished to

accommodate cafe/restaurant uses.

Artist impression of The Triangular Building
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The Triangular Building



Design Guidelines

• Remove the single storey extension to the south

western corner of the building along Stratford Road to

provide a wider public footpath to Stratford Road and

improve pedestrian access to the building and

between Wolverton Station and the town centre.  

Provide a staircase up to Stratford Road from the access

route alongside the rail lines below.

• Improve connections to the ‘Secret Garden’ and

Wolverton Park Sports Ground.

• A new link from the building under Stratford Road

could provide direct access to the ‘Secret Garden’.

• Re-furbished canal/wharf edge along the

building/canal edge including additional moorings.

• A section of the wall should be removed over the

canal and rail lines (WCML) to allow a widened

footpath along Stratford Road.

• Widen the southern pavement/footpath on the bridge

over McConnell Drive and provide/incorporate a new

space or terrace to overlook the Secret Garden.
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6.1.4 PROJECT SITE NO 4: WOLVERTON PARK
SPORTS GROUND 

Wolverton Park Sports Ground is located at the eastern

boundary of the Development Framework Area close to

Wolverton Station. The site is bounded by the West

Coast Main Line (WCML) to its east, Old Wolverton Road

to the north and the Grand Union Canal to the south.  It

is a large site consisting of a the former velodrome and

listed, grandstand and sporting facilities including

Wolverton Park Bowls Club and model car-racing track

(the latter two are still in use). The velodrome is no

longer in use but is the last remaining of its era in the

UK. The central area is vacant currently unused although

it is an important amenity space for the town. Also

included with the site is the former Royal Train Shed,

which is Grade II* listed and currently derelict.

The Sports ground is owned by Network Rail and leased

to MK Council. 

Issues 

The proximity of the site to the West Coast Main Line

(WCML) could present constraints if development were to

occur (particularly residential) due to the noise generated

by passing trains.

A challenge exists to restore the historic Velodrome and

grandstand and find alternative accommodation for the

Bowls Club.

Access to the former Royal Train Shed is problematic

and the levels of the site vary by up to 4 metres.

Gross Site Area: 4.67 Ha

Indicative plot area PAR: 1:1



OBJECTIVE

To create a residential-led mixed-use development,

refurbish the former Royal Train Shed and velodrome,

maximise waterfront development potential and preserve

the open space for recreational use.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

• Enhance access and pedestrian connections to the

site from the town centre, Old Wolverton Road,

Wolverton Station and Stratford Road to ensure good

integration with the town centre

• Redevelopment should take advantage of south-facing

canalside exposure for residential and active ground

floor uses.

• Car parking for new development should be provided

along the eastern edge of the site to operate as a

buffer to the WCML.

• Development must minimise the negative effects of

the WCML: noise and air pollution.

• Access to the west of the site could be made from Old

Wolverton Road and connect via a bridge across the

canal to McConnell Drive.

Regeneration Partner English Partnerships have secured

funding through the ODPM (office of the Deputy Prime

Minister to protect the structure in the short term from

further decline and to commission an investigation into

opportunities for restoration.  Scaffolding will be erected

around the stand to protect it and a specialist team will

carefully dismantle it, recording the structure before

storing it in a safe, weatherproof place, prior to

refurbishment and reconstruction, Wolverton Society for

Arts and Heritage are organising a meeting of all the

potentially interested parties, to consider what ideally the

community think should happen to the stand. 

The existing cycle track could be restored to its original

configuration with the central area Preserved as a green

space for field sports and leisure uses.  Any

redevelopment of the site must consider the existing

occupiers the historic significance and location of

Wolverton Bowls Club and model car racing club. 
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Wolverton Park views from Stratford Road

The former Royal Train Shed from 
Old Wolverton Road

Royal Train Shed

 



DESIGN  GUIDELINES

1 - Royal Train Shed 

• Restore the Royal Train Shed for a high-quality

heritage use, creative industry hub, potential

residential development and sporting facilities.

• Enhance the relationship/entrance with Old Wolverton

Road.

• Additional accommodation could be added to the

Royal Train Shed, in particular to the eastern edge of

the building in the form of a conservatory or orangery.

• Any additions must be complementary to the building.

• Retain roof structure and roof light fenestration

modulation.

2 - Old Wolverton Road

• Restore the gatekeeper’s lodge on Old Wolverton

Road.

• Provide new mixed-use development along Old

Wolverton Road to complement the existing property.

• Development should be 3 storey in height.

• Re-use existing access from Old Wolverton Road as

the primary entry/access into the site.

3 - Velodrome and Green Space

• Restore the velodrome.

• Retain the central green space for recreational use.

• Provide a new access route along the eastern edge of

the velodrome.

• Provide dense planting and car parking along the

western edge of the WCML to buffer the site and new

development.

4 - Bowls Club/Canalside site

• Provide mixed-use development to include residential

accommodation that positively addresses the

velodrome: development to be 3 storeys with a

potential set back level above.

• Provide live/work workshop accommodation to the

eastern edge: development to be 2 stories with a

potential set back level above.

• Canalside development should include active uses: A-

3 leisure and potential canal-users facilities onground

floor with residential accommodation above:

development should be 3 storeys with a potential set

back level above.

• A taller landmark building of 5-6 storeys should be

located at the south-western point of the triangle.
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Royal Train Shed
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5 - West of the Royal Train Shed

• Remediation work to the site is required due its
contamination.

• Site could be used for car parking for new

development.

6 - Public Realm

• Enhance connections between Wolverton Park/new

development, other project sites and the town centre.

• Improve the towpath.

• The towpath should be widened to accommodate

active ground floor uses, seating and canalside dining.

• A public footpath and cycle way leading from the town

centre, over the Grand Union Canal and along the rail

line should connect the site. 

• A new high quality stair and disabled access should

connect to Stratford Road. 
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6.1.5 WOLVERTON STATION

Wolverton Station is located on the West Coast Main

Line on the eastern edge of the Wolverton Development

Framework Plan study area.  Network Rail holds the

freehold title. A temporary ticket office has been installed

in the station car park adjacent to Newport Road

following the demolition of the Victorian station building,

which was located on Stratford Road on the bridge over

the main line.

The station is served by Silverlink trains providing direct

links to Northampton, Coventry and Birmingham to the

north and Milton Keynes, Bletchley, Watford and London

(Euston) to the south. Recent survey work confirmed that

the primary demand for rail services to and from

Wolverton is by people from Wolverton and the local area

commuting out to workplaces elsewhere.  

The existing main station car park, providing around 80

spaces, is typically full on weekdays. There is an

overflow car park to the north of the Mercury building, but

this is very poorly used because of security concerns

stemming from the fact that it benefits from little or no

natural surveillance. During 2003, Tesco introduced a

two-hour limit to parking in its car park to avoid it being

used by rail commuters.

Issues 

The station sits at the same level with the railway line,

which affords no visual connection with the town given

that there are changes in level to the east of station.

This change in level between the station and Stratford

Road presents a challenge for development.

The temporary ticket office that replaced the former

Victorian station building is out of keeping with

Wolverton’s character and does not offer an attractive

entrance for train travellers when they reach Wolverton.

The station is within ten minutes walking distance from

the Town Centre.  However, the walk along Stratford

Road is very unpleasant due to the narrow footway and

lack of active fronting development. Pedestrian signage

is non-existent and the direct walk route involves the use

of a flight of 20 steps, followed by a 100m walk to the

ticket office.  This level makes station access particularly

difficult for those with impaired mobility.

Bus-rail interchange is very poor, with the nearest stops

in either direction being located on the Stratford Road

bridge above the railway lines and canal. These stops

are well-placed for access down to the canal or Secret

Garden, but too far from steps leading to and from the

station. Indeed, the new town-bound bus-stop

(constructed during this study) is at the westernmost end

of the bridge, with the station steps being at the

easternmost end.

In view of the above, there exists significant scope for

improving access between Wolverton Station and the

town centre and for improving public transport

interchange at the station.
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Recommendations

The Wolverton Station Steering Group formed by the

Town Council as a result of ‘Future Wolverton’ has

explored initial possibilities and opportunities for a new

Wolverton Station.  The Group has been working since

December 2002 and recently produced an architect’s

brief for a new station building.  A masterplan for the site

will also follow.  The architect’s brief envisages a new

station building to be in character with the town, provide

a landmark gateway to the town within a phased

development, with full access to the platforms as the final

phase. The architects brief will shortly go out to tender

funded by MKC Local Transport Plan funding.

The following points have been identified from the

research and included as recommendations for any

future development of the site:

• A station building should be developed to reflect

character of the surrounding architecture.

• Any redevelopment must include good public transport

and vehicular linkages.

• Safe, well-lit car parking areas and bus/taxi stops

close to the station building must be provided. 

• The Station should address Stratford Road to enable

better pedestrian and visual links with the town centre.

• A public space could be included in the station area

redevelopment.

Please note that additional recommendations have been

explored for the station in relation to its role as a public

space (Strategy Three) and its contribution to improving

public transport opportunities (Strategy Five).  

Proposed new station building
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6.1.6 ADDITIONAL SITES

Other prominent sites in Wolverton are listed below.

While it might be possible to identify them as potential

development sites in the future, at present the research

identified thus far suggests that this is unlikely in the

short term.  Therefore, the following includes a short

description of the current situation for each, but does not

include development options.  

Locomotive Building site 

Freehold: Network Rail

• Development of this site could allow an extension of

McConnell Drive to Old Wolverton Road, improving

access to the town and other sites.

• The building adjoins an area of made ground, the

presence of extractors in this location suggests that

contamination could be an issue for any further

redevelopment, both at the site and on adjoining land. 

Electrolux site

Freehold: PPG Metro.  Leasehold: Electrolux

• The site benefits from good road and rail access.

• However, PPG Metro and has recently invested

considerably in structures at the site, which were

constructed following fire damage of the former buildings.

• Electrolux may be reluctant to move as it is currently

looking into the use of rail distribution from the site

and would need to satisfy itself that suitable

alternative premises could be found elsewhere.

Likewise PPG Metro has a strong covenant led

investment that would be expensive to acquire.

MADCAP

Freehold: MADCAP

• The centre has strong linkages with arts and culture

and consequently has significant potential as a

community hub and perhaps incubator unit for small

arts based business.

• The current building structure limits growth and is in

need of refurbishment. MADCAP has not ruled out

relocating to an alternative site.  

• The site offers potential for linkages with Old Market Hall.

Old Market Hall

Freehold: Wolverton & Greenleys Town Council (WGTC)

• WGTC has recently bought this strategically significant

building as a public/community building for the town.

• Discussions are being held with Milton Keynes Council

about relocation of some of its services (including the

library) into the building.

• There are possibilities of linking with the MADCAP

building next door being discussed to create a

community arts complex.

The Wesleyan Church (4 Church Street)

Freehold: The Methodist Church

• The Christian Foundation has been working with the

Methodist Church, MADCAP, and WGTC to identify

possible community uses for this attractive, Grade II,

listed building.

• There is a possibility that it could form part of the

community complex on the corner of Church Street

and Creed Street.

• The building should be brought back into active use to

contribute to the vitality and regeneration of the

town centre.

Tesco

Freehold: Tesco Stores Limited

• The site is in a key location and affords some potential

opportunities for development/ enhancement.

• Opportunities for re-siting Tesco may not be financially

feasible, however the potential does exist for

improving the environment of the retailing north of

Stratford Road which may include development on the

under-used parts of Tesco’s car park and opening up

the area to the rear of the Tesco store between the

store and Alstom works.  However, this would have to

be explored further with Tesco.  



SSTTAATTEEGGYY TTWWOO
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6.2.1 PEDESTRIAN NETWORK AND FACILITIES

Wolverton’s network of streets predominantly follows 

a grid pattern that is well suited to pedestrian movements

throughout the town. The permeable layout and 

relatively small size of the town means that walking is a

viable travel choice for most residents to access the 

main shopping area, schools, health facilities and

transport hubs. 

The primary streets for east-west pedestrian movement

are Stratford Road and Church Street, with Aylesbury

Street and Western Road-Green Lane also providing

important east-west links. Radcliffe Street-Stacey Street-

Gloucester Road and Windsor Street are the main north-

south routes, with Anson Road and Creed Street-St

George’s Way also providing important north-south links.

It is helpful to identify primary and secondary routes in

this way, not least in terms of prioritising effort and

expenditure (e.g. on lighting and signage) and of

identifying key nodes. In practice, however, Wolverton’s

dense network of streets and backways allows people a

high level of choice as to the route they can take for any

trip.  Future detail proposals should be undertaken

through the review of existing 20mphr and parking

reviews, commissioned by the Town Council.

Despite the number and directness of most walk routes,

the town suffers from disjointed connections to some key

destinations. For instance, the 5-10 minute walk between

the railway station and the town centre is hostile to

pedestrian movements on account of the narrow footway,

relatively heavy traffic and the absence of fronting

development. Radcliffe Street, historically the main north-

south link through the town centre, is currently severed

by the Agora development, and the recent

implementation of a pedestrian-only walkway to the east

of the Agora does not adequately replace this once direct

and highly legible route.

Footways of varying condition and widths align primary

and secondary routes. The backways, designed as rear

access to properties, provide routes that are largely traffic

free for pedestrians and cyclists. Dropped kerbs are

provided at some intersections within the residential area.

Dropped kerbs should be provided at every intersection

to benefit Wolverton's elderly population in particular.

There is one pelican crossing in the study area, located

on Stratford Road between Tesco’s and the shopping

area. Pedestrian refuges are located on Stratford Road

for access to and from bus stops, while some

movements at the double-roundabout junction of

Stratford Road with Creed Street/Tesco are also assisted

by refuges and dropped kerbs. The new traffic calming

measures in Church Street (including speed humps) are

designed to keep speeds low in an area of high

pedestrian movement.

Issues

• Lack of crossing facilities at key junctions (e.g. at

north and south ends of Creed Street) and across

primary routes.

• Inadequate pedestrian routes to key destinations such

as schools, shops and station.

• Poor quality pedestrian route between station and

town centre.

• Lack of pedestrian priority in the Church Street

shopping area (notwithstanding recent traffic calming

and other measures).

• Limited signage to key destinations.

• Lack of public toilet facilities.

• Lack of seating and other streetscape amenities.

• Variable condition of footways and inadequate number

of dropped kerbs.

• Poor condition and maintenance of backways.
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Objectives & Recommendations

The overall objective of the following proposals is to provide a

safe, convenient and attractive pedestrian environment with high

quality walkways and amenities.

Improve the quality of the pedestrian environment: to improve

pedestrian safety, ease of movement and attract more people to

walk for their journeys

• Undertake a detailed audit of footway condition to generate a

short, medium and long-term improvement programme.

• Install dropped kerbs at every junction within the 

residential area.

• Install CCTV and/or improved lighting in areas identified by

residents as requiring better security for pedestrians eg on

the footway alongside the Agora.

• Installation of new vehicle crossovers should be constructed

to prevent any change in level on footways - this will ensure

pedestrian priority and a continuous level surface will help

pedestrian safety, particularly for the elderly.

• Introduce crossing facilities at primary vehicle junctions and

across primary routes: to improve pedestrian safety, ease of

movement and access to bus stops

• Install a signalled controlled junction with integrated crossing

facilities for pedestrians and cyclists at the Creed

Street/Stratford Road (Tesco) junction to replace the existing

double-mini-roundabout.  

• Modify roundabout junction of Church Street, Creed Street

and St Georges Way to provide more direct crossings

conditions for pedestrians and increase pedestrian priority

relative to vehicles. Widen footways at street corners and

construct pedestrian refuges on desire lines at street

junctions (not set back from the junction). Install a raised

table at the western junction of Church Street to reinforce the

pedestrian priority area. 

• Remove pedestrian refuges at the junction of Stratford Road

and Windsor Street and install a zebra crossing to improve

access to the bus stop.

Pedestrian movement



Increase pedestrian priority in the Church Street 

shopping area:

to improve pedestrian safety and quality of the 

shopping environment

• Convert Church Street into a one-way westbound

operation between Creed Street junction and Radcliffe

Street (in association with one-way northbound working in

Radcliffe Street – see above). This would allow the

conversion of a traffic lane to wider footways: widening

the north side of Church Street in front of shops; and

widening the western side of Radcliffe Street. Seating,

public art and planting could be introduced in these areas.

The traffic calming humps could be modified to raised

tables to provide natural crossing points. On-street

parking could be managed in small bays to reduce

dominance. Access to the main town centre car park

would be altered to provide one-way access in from

Church Street and exit onto St Georges Way.

Improve signage to key destinations:

to improve visitor orientation, provide location of transport

nodes/facilities to improve integration and enhance

community identity

• Signs to key destinations designed for pedestrians with

distances should be located on primary pedestrian routes

and from public transport facilities.

• Maps of Wolverton illustrated in 3-dimensions should be

installed at all bus stops, station and in the town centre

(Stratford Road and Church Street shops). Illustrative

maps with distance estimates are more easily

understood than conventional street maps. Location of

bus stops, cycle routes and parking, taxi rank and station

should be included.

Install public toilet facilities and seating:

to provide essential services for the public

• Install public toilets at the railway station and in the town

centre with 24-hour access. Ideally the town centre toilets

would be integrated with the bus stop facilities.

• Install seating where appropriate and where there is

sufficient space on streets. Seating would attract people

onto the streets to create more lively environments and

would provide resting places, particularly for the elderly.

Improve the condition and maintenance of backways:

to increase pedestrian use

• Identify the backways that are the most popular

pedestrian routes (such as established safer routes to

school) and improve the maintenance of surfaces, install

dropped kerbs and consider new lighting (subject to

residents’ views). Provide litter bins on key routes to

eliminate rubbish and dog fouling from backways.

• The junction of backways with streets could be treated in

two different ways: the footways running along the streets

could be reconnected across the backways to provide a

continuous walking surface and would present a road

calming table to vehicles to remind all users of the

change in priority and function. Or a low cobbled hump or

table could be installed at the juncture of backways to

retain their character. Both options would help set low

vehicle speeds on the backways.  Care should be taken

where there is interface with public transport routes.
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A connected pedestrian thoroughfare



6.2.2 CYCLE NETWORK AND FACILITIES

A ‘Redway’ cycleway connects Wolverton with Milton

Keynes and neighbouring settlements of Greenleys,

Stony Stratford and New Bradwell. A shared foot/cycle

way along McConnell Drive provides cycle access into

the town centre.

Public cycle parking facilities within Wolverton comprise

just 3 cycle stands near the Agora and 9 covered cycle

stands with CCTV at the station. A snapshot audit during

a ‘neutral’ weekday found no cycles parked in the town

centre stands and the 9 stands at the station fully

occupied. 

Issues

• Lack of connections between the formal cycle routes.

• Lack of cycle priority throughout the town, particularly

at junctions.

• No cycle priority on Stratford Road between the town

and station.

• Limited amount of cycle parking.

• Inadequate signage.
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Cycle movement
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Objectives & Recommendations

The overall objective of the following proposals is to

provide a safe, convenient and continuous network of

cycle ways and cycle facilities that connect with the

Milton Keynes Redway network.

Improve cycle route connections: to achieve a continuous

network and improve cycle safety and access through the

centre of Wolverton and to the station

• A new cross-town cycle route is to be explored. This would

connect the McConnell Drive (shared foot/cycleway) route

with the western ‘Redway’ that borders the western edge

of the Bong  McCorquodale Site. 

The new route would be on-street along Stratford

Road and marked with signage. The route would be

signed with distances to key destinations where

appropriate.

• An extension of the McConnell Drive cycle route on

the southern footway of Church Street between

McConnell Drive and Creed Street/St George’s Way

would improve cycle access to the town centre.

• Improving routes to the station for cyclists is a priority.

As outlined in the pedestrian section, a longer-term

option would be to take advantage of any new

development occurring on sites either side of the

rail/canal bridges (or bridge replacement/

refurbishment) to expand the width of bridges to

accommodate an on-road cycle lane in both directions

and wider footways.

• A shared foot/cycleway between the town centre and

station could be constructed. This would require

reallocating part of the carriageway to the

cycle/footway facility. Wide public consultation should

be carried out before this is undertaken to establish if

this is acceptable to the community. Any shared route

should be well marked with designated

cycle/pedestrian spaces.

Improve cycle priority at junctions:

to achieve cyclist safety benefits

• Signalising the Creed Street/Stratford Road (Tesco)

roundabout would provide the opportunity to install

advanced stop lines for cyclists. This would improve

access to the rail station. If a shared

walkway/cycleway is installed to the station, a toucan

crossing could improve safety for cyclists at the

junction.

Improve cycle parking:

to increase the number of cyclists and reduce cycle theft

• Town centre covered cycle parking should be

integrated with the Agora (or new town centre) bus

terminus to improve integration between modes.

CCTV or secure storage units are recommended to

encourage travellers (including commuters) to choose

cycle-bus travel for their journey.

• Rail station cycle parking should be increased.

Ideally, cycle parking would also include a number of

secure storage units. As a minimum a larger facility

should be covered and sited in a highly visible place

with CCTV (as is currently the case).

Improve signage:

to make cycling around Wolverton easy, safe and

attractive

• Improve signage on cycle routes (CMK Wayfinding

Strategy) and include distances to key destinations.

Incorporate cycle route information on town map

boards. 

• Provide signage and surface markings on shared use

cycle/footways to clarify segregation.

• Provide signage at key junctions to warn motorists 

of cycle movements on primary cycle routes.
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6.2.3 VEHICLE ROUTES AND PARKING

The primary vehicle routes in Wolverton are Stratford Road

and Creed Street-Church Street-McConnell Drive. These

routes take the majority of traffic including lorries serving

the freight depot.  Most important intersections along these

routes (including the junction between the two routes

themselves at Tesco) are managed with roundabouts.

The secondary vehicle routes are Church Street, Western

Road-Green Lane-St Georges Way, Stacey Avenue-

Gloucester Road, Windsor Street and Anson Road. 

Traffic calming is used on most residential streets to

maintain low vehicle speeds. 

The main town centre car parks are located close to the

main shopping area in Church Street (150 spaces) and in

Glyn Square (48 spaces). Tesco has a large car park (470

spaces) to support its operation, accessed to and from both

Stratford Road and McConnell Drive. Residential parking is

provided either by rear-of-property garages accessed from

backways or by on-street parking. 

Issues

• Dominance of traffic on Stratford Road.

• Junctions with roundabouts favour vehicles over other

road users - cyclists and pedestrians.

• Dominance of vehicles in Church Street 

shopping area.

• Access into the Church Street town centre car park

could be better separated from Church Street's

pedestrian activity.

• Some parking intended as short stay is used for long stay.

• Gaps in existing directional signage.

Vehicle movement
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Objectives & Recommendations

The overall objective of the following proposals is to provide a

safe and efficient road network and parking facilities that will

meet the needs of Wolverton residents, businesses and visitors.

Reduce dominance of traffic on Stratford Road: to create a

vibrant ‘High Street’ with safe and attractive pedestrian areas

that will retain and attract businesses to Wolverton

• Signalise Stratford Road/Creed Street/Tesco junction with

signalled pedestrian crossings and advance stop lines for

cyclists to improve road safety for all road users. 

• Widen footways and narrow Stratford Road carriageway

between Creed Street and Radcliffe Street to strengthen

shopping environment and reduce traffic speeds. This

could also be done for sections along Stratford Road

where there are pubs/cafés, bus stops or connections

through the Wall to provide seating areas and improve

conditions for pedestrians.

• Stratford Road could be developed with the qualities of a

‘High Street’. Encouraging new uses (eg cafes,

restaurants, boutique shops, galleries) would generate a

‘High Street’ character. Streetscape improvements such

as banners could be added to the street lighting, already

a feature of the Road, to create a more distinctive route.

• A zebra crossing could be introduced to access the bus

stop relocated to the ‘pocket park’ on Stratford Road.

• Traffic management measures should be reviewed in light

of changes to bus stop locations.

Reduce dominance of vehicles in Church Street 

shopping area: 

to make the Church Street a safe and attractive 

shopping area

• Convert section of Church Street between Creed Street

and Radcliffe Street to one-way westbound operation.

This can be linked to the conversion of Radcliffe Street to

a one-way northbound operation to facilitate easier bus

movement, reduce the level of traffic and increase

pedestrian space and priority.

Modify the location and access into the Church Street/

Agora car park: 

to reduce the dominance of car parking in the town centre

Option 1:

Redevelopment of the Church Street area and the re-

connection of Radcliffe Street, through the

redevelopment of the Agora site, would provide

opportunities to relocate the car park behind new

development to reduce visual dominance without

reducing accessibility to the town centre.

Option 2:

Assuming no redevelopment of the Agora, entry to the

car park would follow the new one-way system on

Church Street. The entry point would be moved as close

to the Creed Street/Church Street junction as possible.

The car park exit would be relocated to St Georges Way.

These measures would reduce the amount of traffic in

the shopping area.  Refurbishment of the car park and a

regular maintenance programme would improve the car

park environment.

• In conjunction with the one-way traffic system, the on-street

parking arrangements in the Church Street shopping area

could be reviewed to reduce their dominance and the

amount of vehicle movement on the street.

Improve parking management: 

to ensure the best use is made of the parking stock

• Enforce time limits of 2 hours on short stay car parks. If

Tesco pursues this action (indicated in the Health

Check), it may be possible for joint working between MK

Council and Town Council to joint fund and expand the

enforcement programme across the town's car parks.

• On-street parking is considered at near-capacity in the

Wolverton Healthcheck. Residents could be

encouraged to park vehicles at the rear of properties

where they have backway access.

Improve directional signage:

to increase motorist’s ability to navigate easily in Wolverton

• Identify gaps in existing signage and if necessary

develop a signage strategy.

• Gateway signage is a key area for improvement

covered in Strategy Four.
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Integral to Strategy Two, which establishes the key

connections within the town, is Strategy Three, which

creates a hierarchy of public spaces in Wolverton. This

hierarchy establishes both the importance of each of the

spaces within the town but can be seen as a mechanism

to phase the proposed works or creation/renewal of that

space, within an overall time frame in the regeneration

framework. Many of the spaces are existing spaces,

which have been renewed or are currently being

upgraded, others are completely new spaces. There are

two levels of hierarchy of spaces: primary and secondary

spaces.

The Primary Spaces are:

Glyn Square

The Square

Wolverton Station

The “Secret Garden”

The Grand Union Canal

Marina

The Secondary Spaces are:

Wolverton Park Sports Ground

The Rose Garden

Stratford Road/The Wall

6.3.1 PRIMARY SPACES

GLYN SQUARE

As discussed in Strategy One, it is recommended that

Glyn Square should undergo wholesale redevelopment

i.e. the area bounded by Stratford Road, Creed Street,

Church Street and McConnell Drive. The creation of new

public space is proposed that forms part of the new

eastern ‘Gateway’ to the town whereby the space fronts

onto both Stratford Road and Creed Street.  The

objective is that Glyn Square will become a new entrance

and welcoming space within the town centre.

Recommendations

Key features of the space should include:

• Opening up the view from Stratford Road to St.

George’s Church.

• Creating an entrance space to the town.

• Creating a space to be used by local/community

facilities (if additional space beyond that provided by

The Square is required). 

• Tree planting throughout the space and car parking.

• Dramatic lighting.

• Car parking provision for new development.

• Hard and soft landscaping.

• Bus stop/waiting facilities and taxi rank.
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THE SQUARE

The Square is the only major public space in the centre

of town. It has been re-furbished to good standard

creating an attractive space. The war memorial offers an

important historical reference and visual marker at the

north of the square. The space is currently used annually

for a variety of community events and is home to the

Phoenix sculpture that looks down onto the Square from

the top of a recycled column from the Railway Works.

Recommendations

There are a series of improvements that could be made

to ‘The Square’ to make a better and more usable space

such as:

• Tree planting to the southern edge of the space and

potentially intermediate planting, between the existing

trees to the eastern and western edges.

• A central feature, possibly a water feature that could

capture the change in level of the space by a cascade

or other water feature.

• Improved lighting: up-lighting trees, lighting the water

feature, providing general lighting on a number of

levels: high, bollard, and low level and adding an

artistic component to the overall lighting strategy.

• Enhanced seating areas could offer more intimate

areas of seating.

• Active uses around the space would create a more

lively/active space.

An alternative proposal for the overall redevelopment of

‘The ‘Agora’ site would extend ‘The Square’ southwards

creating an enlarged space which could accommodate

more diverse uses and activity.

The Square
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WOLVERTON STATION: STATION SQUARE

Wolverton Station is located at the eastern edge of the

town centre separated by the rail lines and McConnell

Drive. Pedestrian links to the station from the town centre

are poor, visually, environmentally and in terms of

legibility. The only link is along Stratford Road, which has

narrow pavement widths, high brick walls on both sides

and is dominated by vehicular traffic. As detailed in

Strategies 1 and 2 the connections to the station are to

be improved from Glyn Square along Stratford Road in

front of the ‘Triangular Building’ and to the station itself.

The station itself offers a poor and uninspired entrance to

the town. As part of the regeneration strategy we are

proposing the relocation of Wolverton Station and the

creation of a public space to form an entrance space at

the station for the town. This space will also form part of

the eastern gateway corridor linking the station to the

town centre.

Recommendations

The key aspects to consider in the creation of Station

Square are:

• Form an integral part of the eastern gateway to

Wolverton.

• Create a welcoming space for commuters and visitors

to the station and the town.

• Provide signage to the town and to other features of

the town i.e. Grand Union Canal.

• Encourage development and amenity shops around

the space to create an active and lively area.

• Lighting.

• Maximise environmental and solar exposure to create

a usable space at all times of the year.

• Seating.

• The space should incorporate a taxi rank/drop off

facilities for the station.

• Provide bus stop/waiting/interchange facilities.

THE “SECRET GARDEN”

The ”Secret Garden” is located at the eastern edge of the

town centre on the south side of Stratford Road and

along the western edge of the canal. The space is a

heavily wooded space and is the site of the

archaeological ruins of the Station Master’s Cottage and

two other structures which have been recently been

excavated. The “Secret Garden” offers the potential to

become an important public space for the town having

being recently acquired by Wolverton and Greenley’s

Town Council. 

Landscape Town and Country Ltd has prepared a

landscape design for the garden (Doorstep Green) and

planning permission has been granted for the site to

change of use into public open space.

Recommendations

The strategy seeks to enhance the existing space

through the following:

• Access and signage should be improved to the ‘Secret

Garden’.

• An entrance space and overlook as suggested by the

town council could be incorporated along Stratford

Road.

• Lighting within the ‘Secret Garden’ could extend its

use into the evening.

• Improvements to the canal edge.

• Some strategic ‘thinning’ of the existing planting could

facilitate greater use and more usable spaces.

• Signage and historic archaeological information for the

sites should be provided.
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TOWPATH USAGE AND WIDTH 

Recommendations

The towpath width should generally be a minimum of 2.0m

wide, however it must ultimately comply with British

Waterways Board requirements. The towpath could widen at

places to allow for seating in addition to walking and cycle

routes.  The MK Canal Sub-Partnership has developed a

management and action plan for various stretches of the

canal and towpath throughout the area. Proposals include a

programme of environmental improvements to the

Wolverton stretch for the summer of 2004. Planned

improvements include the provision of new seating,

improved signage, new fishing points and improved

information services.

GRAND UNION CANAL

The Grand Union Canal is a tremendous resource for

Wolverton.  An integral part of Strategy 2 included improving

connections from the town to the canal with the objective of

bring it closer and making it more accessible to the town.

The Grand Union Canal formed one of the focus areas of

the consultation and Collaborative Design Workshop held

on 18th September, 2003. The ideas presented here are a

part of the report of that Collaborative Design Workshop.

Some of the key issues regarding the Grand Union Canal

as a public space are: 

• Links with overall Grand Union Canal strategy and

character.

• New routes/connections across.

• Towpath usage and width.

• Access to and from the canal.

• Proximity to the Town Centre – closer.

• A Marina and/or new water bodies.

• Interface with Wolverton Canal Characterisation.

• Enhance the towpath and landscape. 

• Improve access to and connections across the canal.

• The potential development of a marina may provide a

means of linking the Woodshop building on the Rail

Works site, Wolverton Park Sports Ground and “Secret

Garden”.  However, at this stage further work and site

assessment would need to be undertaken to propose this

as a formal option on one of the sites adjacent to the

canal.  This option is discussed in further detail as part of

Strategy Six: Create Opportunities for Waterfront

Development Close to the Heart of the Town.

The overall character of the Grand Union Canal was divided

into three sections, which were interpreted as themes:

Section 1: Stratford Road to Stephenson’s ‘Cast Iron

Bridge’ – Active Theme

This section of the canal was seen to be relatively urban

and more active and could accommodate more active uses.

The ‘Triangular/ Locomotive Workshop’ building forms a

hard southern edge to the canal with very little opportunity

for access on this side. The towpath on the northern edge,

south facing should be widened to accommodate active

uses/development with outside seating. 

Section 2: ‘Cast Iron Bridge’ to Old Wolverton Road/The

Galleon Pub – Tranquil Theme 

This section of the canal although presently industrial in

character is more quiet and tranquil. The towpath along this

section would need to be generally improved to provide a

level surface for walking and cycling. The character would

be relatively unchanged.

Section 3: The Galleon Pub West – Scenic Theme 

From this point west the canal enters a rural setting with

spectacular views of the surrounding landscape. The

Galleon Pub/Old Wolverton Road could operate as a Canal

Gateway between the ‘scenic’ and ‘tranquil’ zones.

Improvements to the towpath would be concentrated on

maintaining a level and even surface.

MARINA 

A marina, would represent a significant public space in

Wolverton.  It could form a key physical link between the

town and The Grand Union Canal and provide space for

recreational and associated waterfront activity. Ultimately,

the purpose of the marina should be to ensure water, and

the canal, are integral parts of the town. This is discussed

further in Strategy Six:
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We have identified a series of existing spaces that form

the second tier of public spaces in the town. The spaces

will require a level of commitment and investment by the

public sector but which may be realised i.e. improved or

enhanced in part through private sector funding.  

WOLVERTON PARK SPORTS GROUND

Located to the northeast of the town centre is Wolverton

Park Sports Ground. Built by the rail company, Wolverton

Park played an important part and is a vital feature in the

history and development of the town. Wolverton Park has

had a varied history of football clubs, the velodrome, and

Wolverton Bowls Club which currently operate from the

bowls pitch on the south of the velodrome track. This

site’s development opportunities have been discussed in

Strategy One, however the following recommendations

have been made with regard to its use as open space.

Recommendations

As part of Strategy 3 we suggest the following measures

should be safeguarded in the redevelopment of

Wolverton Park Sports Ground:

• The velodrome track is reinstated as an outdoor

cycling facility.

• The central green could be reinstated for sports

provision.

• As part of the redevelopment, the Wolverton Park

Bowls Club will have to be relocated to another

suitable location possibly to the West End with other

sport facilities. Due to the time required to establish a

new green, the move will require early action.

• Links to the town centre should be improved (detailed

further in Strategy 1).

THE ‘ROSE GARDEN’

The ‘Rose Garden’ is located just east of the car

showrooms along Stratford Road and forms a small

‘pocket park’ public space for the town. The park is

enclosed on two sides by ‘The Wall’, which forms the

defining feature and northern edge to Stratford Road and

historic division/threshold between the residential and

employment area of the railworks.

Recommendations 

The strategy does not recommend major alterations but

makes the following suggestions:

• The Park is better maintained.

• Tree planting could be provided along Stratford Road.

• The Park could become the new site for a relocated

‘Bloomer’, suggested by the previous Wolverton Vision

work.

• Enhance seating provision.
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STRATFORD ROAD – ‘THE WALL’

Early work by the consultant team focused on how to

address the amazing and brutal feature of ‘The Wall’. Built

as part of the carriage works, it forms the defining feature,

barrier and northern edge to Stratford Road and historic

division between areas of the town. ‘The Wall’ formed the

threshold between the residential areas/worker

accommodation and employment area of the carriage

works. During the full operation of the carriage works ‘The

Wall’ was the gateway of movement and activity in which

workers moved through. Landscape Town and Country Ltd

has been commissioned to come up with a strategy to

make the Wolverton Wall less oppressive. Their strategy

proposes a series of images and planting features for ‘The

Wall’. This strategy is welcome although does not go far

enough to address the severity of its barrier affect on the

northern edge the town.

Recommendations

In the short term we propose a series of openings, windows

or viewing portals are made in the wall that allow glimpses

into the carriage works site and to the canal beyond. These

openings could be of various sizes, heights and widths. The

wall could be further animated by lighting along its length,

and could be the subject of a public arts project and design

competition. Rather than forming a hard, blank edge to the

town, ‘The Wall’ could become a fantastic animated feature

that provides the other active edge to Stratford Road

without destroying its integrity.

Linked space
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SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY FFOOUURR
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A series of primary and secondary gateways to

Wolverton have emerged from the research.  These are

located at key junctions and entry-points.  Gateways

have the potential to provide a distinctive sense of arrival

to the town and to define its boundaries.  These

gateways could be in the form of distinctive buildings,

iconic piece of public art or a landscape feature.  The

scale and height of development forming these gateways

will be determined at the detailed design stage.  It is

recognised that gateway buildings do not necessarily

need to be tall - 4 storey development may not be

appropriate in places - and that the same objectives can

be achieved through design and materials.  

Primary gateways are those at the junctions of roads

where the final decision to travel towards Wolverton from

the main road network is made. Secondary gateways

mark the entry points to the built-up area of Wolverton.

The identified gateway locations are:

• Miller’s Way/McConnell Drive Junction: primary.

• McConnell Drive/Church Street Junction: secondary.

• Church Street/Creed Street/St George’s Way Junction:

town centre threshold.

• Stratford Road ‘Western Approach’: primary and

secondary.

• Stratford Road ‘Eastern Approach’: primary and

secondary.

6.4.1 OBJECTIVES & RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall objective of the following proposals is to

provide attractive and informative gateways that will

contribute to Wolverton’s identity and legibility, assist in

efficient movement (especially by motor vehicles) and will

attract tourism/visitors.

6.4.2 MILLER’S WAY/MCCONNELL DRIVE
JUNCTION: (Primary Gateway to Wolverton)

• Heritage signage for Wolverton should be sited on the

highway at the junction. 

• An investigation into the benefits a roundabout at the

junction of McConnell Drive and Miller’s Way should

be undertaken.

• The roundabout (if constructed) or prominent site

nearby could provide the location for an iconic

structure to promote Wolverton’s heritage. A gateway

feature sign should be located alongside the structure

to differentiate its purpose from the museum.

6.4.3 MCCONNELL DRIVE/CHURCH STREET
JUNCTION: (Secondary gateway to Wolverton)

• A distinctive gateway sign should be designed and

sited at the entry to Church Street. Landscaping

improvements and inclusion of an iconic feature

should also strengthen the sense of arrival in

Wolverton from McConnell Drive. 

• Re-engineer the entry into Church Street to improve

the access and legibility of the road as the primary

route into Wolverton. Encourage development on the

realigned entrance   that will provide ‘gateway’

landmark buildings and landscaping in this area.

• There is potential to redesign walkways and the cycle

route to improve the environmental quality and safety

of the route. 

6.4.4 CHURCH STREET/CREED STREET/ST
GEORGE’S WAY JUNCTION: 
(Town Centre Gateway)

• Create a gateway at this junction to define the entry to

the town centre shopping area. Signage should be

sited at the junction to guide vehicles along primary

routes and away from the main shopping area on

Church Street. A reduction in traffic entering the one-

way system in Church Street means there is potential

to create an attractive town centre where pedestrians

have priority.  It should however be noted that Church

Street will not become pedestrianised.   Signs to the

town centre car park should be clearly visible from all

directions.
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6.4.5 STRATFORD ROAD ‘WESTERN APPROACH’:
(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY GATEWAYS TO
WOLVERTON, WITHIN INTERMEDIATE
TREATMENT)  

• Primary gateway: A distinctive Wolverton gateway sign

should be designed and sited prominently at the main

road junction of Stratford Road with Great Monks

Street and Old Wolverton Road. Heritage signing

should also be included on the highway signs at this

location. 

• The treatment of Stratford Road, including the quality

and type of built development lining the road, should

be improved between the Wolverton sign encountered

on entry to the built up area (i.e. the western end of

the Railworks, opposite the police station) and Anson

Road, to provide an attractive and distinctive sense of

anticipation. This will mean, in time, changing or

relocating the long strip of car showrooms on the

northern side of the road, which do not provide a

positive message about the town.

• Secondary gateway: This should be sited at the first

important ‘decision point’ junction coming into

Wolverton from the west, i.e. at the commencement of

the car showrooms.

• The small ‘pocket park’ on the north side of Stratford

Road opposite Jersey Road would be an excellent

location for an iconic gateway feature, such as ‘The

Bloomer’ steam engine (relocated from outside Milton

Keynes station). This would add to the sense of

history and interest for people arriving in Wolverton.

• In association with the ‘Eastern Approach’ (see below),

the continuing views eastwards along Stratford Road

should be enhanced by appropriate simple treatments

such as flowers/banners located on attractive street

lighting columns.

6.4.6 GLOUCESTER ROAD / GREAT MONKS STREET
JUNCTION: 

(Measures to celebrate this gateway should be of
a reduced nature so as to benefit residents)

• This junction should be signed only with signs to the

local health centre but not to the town itself.

6.4.7 STRATFORD ROAD ‘EASTERN APPROACH’:
(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY GATEWAYS TO
WOLVERTON, WITHIN INTERMEDIATE
TREATMENT)  

• Primary gateway: A distinctive gateway sign and iconic

feature should be located at the roundabout junction

of Stratford Road, Wolverton Road and Newport Road

immediately adjacent to the station car park.

Approaching from north or east, the current sense of

welcome is non-existent. There is an excellent

opportunity here to draw attention to the town’s railway

and/or waterway heritage.

• The treatment of Stratford Road, including the quality

and type of built development lining the road, should

be improved between the Wolverton ‘town’ sign at the

eastern end of the railway/canal bridge and Creed

Street. An appropriately-designed new station building

on the bridge would contribute greatly to the sense of

arrival, and it is possible that this building could also

accommodate other uses such as a museum. The

design of new development on the Triangular Building

site will also be important, while the architectural and

historical interest of the old laundry building on the

south side of the road could be better exploited.

• Secondary gateway: The existing double-roundabout

junction on Stratford Road at Creed Street/Tesco

should be replaced by traffic signals, with improved

signage and different materials appropriate to the

entry to the town centre. Clear car park signage will

be important, and opportunities to alter the geometry

of the access to and from the Tesco car park should

be sought. The built form of the redeveloped Glyn

Square site should enhance this gateway location.

• In association with the ‘Western Approach’ (see

above), the continuing views westwards along

Stratford Road should be enhanced by appropriate

simple treatments such as flowers/banners located on

attractive street lighting columns.
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The overall objective of all the proposals below under

each mode heading is to provide safe, convenient and

high quality public transport network, amenities and

services that meet the needs of people who live and work

in the town. This will increase the relative attractiveness

of travel to, from and within Wolverton by public transport

relative to travel by private cars.

6.5.1 RAIL

Following the demolition of the original Victorian Station

building that was located on the Stratford Road Bridge over

the rail line, the station today provides the minimum in

terms of facilities.  With basic waiting shelters and a part-

time 'portakabin' ticket booth located on the adjacent car

park. Residents consider that the current station facilities

are entirely out of keeping with the town's character and its

special connections to Britain's railway history.

Issues

• Low quality waiting facilities, part-time ticketing

facilities and associated staff/information services, and

the complete lack of any retail facilities.

• Unattractive, inconvenient and in places isolated

walking routes between the town centre and the

station.

• No dedicated cycle route between the station and

town centre on Stratford Road, combined with narrow

carriageway widths.

• The nearest bus shelters are located too far away

(approximately 100m) from the station entrances and

platforms, with most direct the (step) access from the

Stratford Road bridge being inaccessible to 

wheelchair users.

• A reduced evening service frequency.

• Lack of fast trains to London.

Recommendations

Improve station facilities: to provide station facilities that

integrate with other travel modes and ensure accessibility

for all users

• Provision of a full station facility with staffing for the full

duration of train services. In the long term, a new station

building on the Stratford Road railway bridge, in

character with the town, has the opportunity to become

a key gateway to Wolverton. As an interim measure, a

staffed ticket office in the same location as the existing

facility and integrated with an enclosed waiting area

(heated in winter), toilets and cycle storage could 

be constructed.

• Station forecourt access for pedestrians/cyclists should

be improved with a designated crossing point such as a

raised table across the car park entry/exit to the station.

• Install lifts to provide full accessibility to platforms.

Improve walk and cycle connections between the town

centre and station: to increase the number of people

cycling and walking to the station 

• Improve connections between the town centre and the

station for pedestrians and cyclists by providing a wider

footway, cycle lanes, CCTV, better lighting and signage

(refer to pedestrian and cycle sections).

• The above can only be delivered through the use of land

next to the Triangular Building. 

• Increase the size of the secure cycle parking at 

the station.

Architects have recently been appointed and are scoping

possible locations within the Station Area for a new building

with a view to connecting it with the Town Centre in the

best possible way. 

Improve bus–rail integration: to increase the number of

people catching the bus to and from the station

• Construct new bus stops much nearer to the 

station facilities. 

• A zebra crossing facility would provide improved access

to the bus stop on the opposite side of Stratford Road. 

Service improvements: 

to provide rail services that meet peoples needs

• A more frequent evening rail service should be

negotiated with Silverlink. 
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• At least one morning peak and one evening peak fast

service to London could stop at Wolverton Station. This

may reduce the number of people currently travelling by

car to Milton Keynes Central to catch the fast services.

6.5.2 BUS 

Wolverton has thirteen bus services providing a variety of

routes and varying levels of service. The most regular

service (Route 5/5A) operates a 20-minute service

Monday to Friday and an hourly evening service.

Saturday services are half-hourly and Sunday services

are reduced to an hourly service.

The majority of buses travel along Stratford Road

towards/from Grafton Street or along Haversham Road,

east of Wolverton. Only two services deviate from this

pattern – the route 19 service follows Gloucester Road and

Windsor Street; and the route 33 service follows McConnell

Drive and enters the town via Tesco. Appendix 1 contains a

summary of Wolverton bus services.

Bus stops are located along the length of Stratford Road

with the primary bus terminus being in Church Street,

close to the Agora in the town centre. The location of the

Agora town centre terminus presents service

inefficiencies, circulation and access problems for buses,

with through services being required to deviate from their

natural routes along Stratford Road to loop along Church

Street. This is particularly (and literally) circuitous for

eastbound buses. Exiting from Church Street down

Radcliffe Street presents a tight manoeuvre for buses

and is potentially in conflict with oncoming traffic. 

Issues

• Inefficiencies related to the town centre bus 

terminus location.

• Inadequate bus waiting facilities, service and

route information.

• Service improvements needed for evening 

and Sunday services.

• Improve Windsor Street services (route 19) to

improve bus accessibility from south Wolverton

residential areas. 

Recommendations

Improve bus terminus and access to the town centre:

to provide more efficient traffic flow and attractive bus 

waiting facilities

• Convert the section of Church Street between Creed

Street and Radcliffe Street to a one-way westbound

operation. 

• In association with the above, conversion of Radcliffe

Street (north) to a one-way northbound operation to

facilitate easier bus movement. 

• Provide a large new terminus with an enclosed waiting

facility (heated in winter) with real-time information,

CCTV/help-point, public toilets and secure cycle parking.

• The location of this town centre hub could be moved to

Creed Street as part of the redevelopment of Glyn

Square. At minimum, new bus stops should be provided

by Glyn Square.

• A new Glyn Square bus facility could allow buses to turn

round. If so, the existing routing of all buses along

Church Street could be discontinued.

Improve bus stop waiting facilities: to attract people to use

buses in all weather conditions

• Continue to improve bus stop facilities, to include

seating where possible. Priority should be given to the

bus stops nearest to the railway station.

• Stratford Road –Windsor Street bus stop: relocate north-

side bus stop to ‘pocket park’ and set back the shelter

into this space. Negotiate the use of the forecourt with

the Church to set back the southern bus stop shelter.

Install a zebra crossing across Stratford Road to the bus

stop and rose garden.

• Widen footways at other sites where necessary to

accommodate all-weather shelters. Introduce bus

boarders at all bus stops.

Improve evening and Sunday services: to attract more

people to use buses

• Expand evening and Sunday services – particularly 

for the Route 5/5A service to and from Milton Keynes

Central.
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Explore the re-routing of Service 19. 

• Service 19 which runs up Windsor Street currently has

less than 10 passengers a day and is thus not viable.

It is therefore recommended that an exploration

occurs into the re-routing of Service 19 via the

proposed new health and sporting facilities at Radcliffe

School to provide direct access to them as well as

increase patronage of Service 19.  MKC is

progressing this matter with MK Metro and the

Council’s Passenger Transport Service.  It will also be

the subject of a transport assessment as part of the

development of Wolverton West End.

6.5.3 TAXIS/PRIVATE HIRE

The Private Hire office in Windsor Street is some

distance from the retail areas of Wolverton. There could

be advantages of providing ranks closer to where people

need to access the service. 

Issues

• Need for a private hire office in the main shopping

area.

Recommendations

Improve access to taxis: to increase the use of this

service and reduce the reliance on the private car

• Information on taxi rank and private hire office location

and phone numbers should be included on the

proposed town centre maps at locations around

Wolverton (including the station).

• A taxi rank could be sited at Glyn Square to service

Church Street retail, Stratford Road and the station.
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SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY SSIIXX
66..66 CCRREEAATTEE OOPPPPOORRTTUUNNIITTIIEESS FFOORR WWAATTEERRFFRROONNTT

DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT CCLLOOSSEE TTOO HHEEAARRTT OOFF TTHHEE TTOOWWNN

Strategy One provides recommendations for waterfront

development in Wolverton and in doing so recognises the

need to improve the relationship, linkages and

connections between the Grand Union Canal and the

town.  Two concepts are explored here: a marina and

improvements to the Grand Union Canal.

TTHHEE GGRRAANNDD UUNNIIOONN CCAANNAALL 

An integral part of Strategy 2 is about improving

connections from the town to the canal with the objective

of bring it closer and making it more accessible from the

town.   The Grand Union Canal is a tremendous resource

for Wolverton and, if seen as a large public space

adjacent to Wolverton, provides many opportunities for

enhancement.  Strategy Three: Create a hierarchy of

linked public spaces, outlines the major characteristics of

the Canal and recommendations for its integration into

waterfront development.  One such opportunity is a

marina, which is discussed below.

MMAARRIINNAA 

A long-term aspiration of the town has been to establish

a marina in Wolverton, evidenced recently in the

outcomes of the community consultation taken as part of

this strategy and also the Healthcheck report (2002).

This is because this type of development is seen to

provide many opportunities for the town including: 

• A way to bring the Grand Union Canal closer to the

town.

• A marina located on the south side of the canal would

integrate water into the town and provide view lines

through to the canal.

• Increase the level of open space adjacent to the town

and provide a place for recreation. 

• Waterfront development associated with a working

marina could provide Wolverton with a focal point for

recreation whereby visitors and Wolverton residents

would spend time in cafes, restaurants by the water.

In this case, the marina should function as a key

destination point for narrow boats travelling from other

destinations on the Grand Union Canal. 
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Given such opportunities and community support, the

concept has been explored as part of the Development

Framework Plan.

Issues 

While a number of potential locations for a marina have

been discussed, no specific sites have been identified for

short-term development.   Therefore, for this strategy

guidelines have been provided should the opportunity

arise.  The research revealed the following issues to

consider prior to development of a marina in Wolverton: 

• A small marina of, for example, 30 boats would not

provide sufficient revenue to justify a development in a

town such as Wolverton.  British Waterways has

suggested that in order that a marina is viable in this

location, accommodation for a minimum of 100-120

boats would be required, in addition to the water area

required for circulation.

• The operational cost of managing in a marina is

considerable.

• Sites that are large enough, adjacent to the canal and

close to the town include the Tesco car park, the

Railway Works site or areas to the north of the canal

on currently occupied/operational land.

• The area at the end of Radcliffe Street north of

Stratford Road on the Rail Works site, currently

occupied by Alstom is a smaller site and could not

support a marina of the size suggested above.  As

such, any future development of a marina would need

to be considered as a long-term option as neither

owner has expressed interest in establishing such a

use on the site.

Recommendations

The Marina is viewed as a long term aspiration for the

town.  In the short term, other opportunities such as

widening the canal at appropriate points to provide ‘tie

up’ areas on stretches of the canal will be explored.

However, some recommendations have been included

should a marina be constructed:

• Bring water and the canal closer to the town centre

and ensure the marina is located on a site that it is

visible from the town centre.

• Create a major new public space and destination point

for Wolverton.  Add value by connecting it with mixed-

use waterfront development that ensures active uses

along the edges.

• Open up a section of ‘The Wall’ to the canal if it is to

be located on the Rail Works site.

• Create an active water basin that allows for

permanent and temporary docking facilities for boats. 

Waterfront Development at key sites 

Further specific opportunities for waterfront development

have been identified in association with development of

the Triangular Building and the Rail Works.

This is discussed in Strategy One and Seven

respectively.

For other sites, where there is an opportunity for

waterfront development a number of requirements should

be met: 

• Active frontage on the waterway in the form of A3

retail/office/leisure/hotel/studio space.

• Safety should be ensured by providing satisfactory

lighting in public access ways. 
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SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY SSEEVVEENN
66..77 RRAAIILLWWAAYY WWOORRKKSS SSIITTEE 

DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT OOPPTTIIOONNSS

The ‘Railway Works’ represents perhaps the largest and

most complex opportunity site.  The town itself grew up

as a direct consequence of the railworks during the

Victorian and Edwardian eras and this fact has meant

that despite its industrial character it lies adjacent to

Wolverton’s central core.  Alstom, a French engineering

company, responsible for railway maintenance and train

refurbishment works, currently occupies the site and

employs around 400 people, many of whom are local

residents.

The site is located between the Grand Union Canal and

Stratford Road and extends from the west of the car

dealerships on Stratford Road to the Tesco car park in

the east.  However, it is separated from the town by

Stratford Road and is physically confined by the red brick

wall, which extends almost the length of the site

(constructed in 1882 to divide the RailWorks from the

town).  There are a number of access points into the site;

the primary route at Alstom’s front entrance on Stratford

Road and another from McDonnell Drive by rail, or by car

and foot at its far western boundary.

Many of the buildings on the site are the original

warehouses or works sheds and provide heritage

significance to the site and town.  One of the more

modern sheds is home to the Royal Train.  Although

Alstom’s operations still utilise these buildings, the site

overall is under-utilised.

The Sawmill/Woodshop (canal-side) building in the

eastern section of the site has development potential, as

it is vacant and located adjacent to the anal with

viewlines to the water and surrounding flora.  This

building, if developed, could begin to link development

sites at the ‘Triangular Building’, Wolverton Station and

Wolverton Park more directly with the town centre.

The size of the site and proximity to the town centre

means that some or the entire site could be opened up

for development and linkages between the town centre

and the canal could be established (subject to Alstom’s

operational requirements). 
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The site has a history of craftsmanship.  Moreover,

Alstom’s current operations are recognised as a centre of

engineering excellence.  There are therefore

opportunities to develop this comparative advantage

further and integrate training facilities onto the site.

Alstom, are leaseholders of the site.  They have indicated

that the site is currently not used efficiently and could be

reconfigured, opening up possible development

opportunities.

Issues

• As yet, the specific operational requirements of Alstom

are not known, although there are no plans to move

from the site in the short term.  Alstom has a lease

agreement with developers, St. Modwen, who

purchased the site in December 2002 (on a sale and

leaseback basis) and hold the freehold title.

• The rail lines running the length of the site are

connected to the West Coast Main Line.  They form a

barrier to access and would need to be removed or

traversed if development was to be located adjacent

to the canal.  The rail link into the site is still in use to

shunt trains into and across the site and will be for the

foreseeable future.

• The site’s topography means that the land steps down

by approximately 6-7 metres from Stratford Road to

the Grand Union Canal posing considerable design

challenges.

• There is high voltage electricity cabling and heavy

machinery present on site.

• Contamination could present a problem given its

history of industrial use.

• The Wall along Stratford Road impedes access 

onto the site.

Recommendations 

While it is recognised that the Rail Works is a major

landholding in Wolverton and integral to the heritage of

the town, no recommendations regarding its future

development can be made in the Development

Framework Plan as the current leaseholders are still to

outline their operational requirements for the site.  It is

important to note, however, that the Alstom’s operations

are expected to remain at the site.

However, should part or the entire site become a

potential development opportunity, it is recommended

that a mix of uses be developed.  This could include

commercial development in the form of workshops to

attract a centre of engineering excellence to complement

its current use.  Other uses include a heritage museum

that could promote the railway heritage of the Town.

Residential uses would be part of any redevelopment

opportunity as well as retail and community uses.

Development should seek to continue to urban structure

of the ‘Wolverton Grid’ across Statford Road to integrate

development into the town.

It is also important to note that the research explored the

possibility of constructing a marina on site.  This is

because a substantial area of land could potentially be

available between the Grand Union Canal and Stratford

Road/town centre, if Alstom were no longer operational

on this part of the site.  The marina, as discussed in

Strategies 3 and 6, would provide a public space and

opportunity to integrate water closer into the centre of

town.  The concept has also received significant support

from the local community, which provided the impetus for

its inclusion in the strategy. 
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77 SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY DDEELLIIVVEERRYY 

The preparation of the Wolverton Development

Framework Strategy has taken account of issues of

deliverability and viability. It is important to note that the

vision that has evolved for Wolverton is expected to be

delivered over a number of years and that early stage

projects may require (and in some cases are already

receiving) financial support from the public sector to be

delivered. 

Over the medium to long term it is anticipated that as

early-win projects come forward for development this will

have a positive impact upon market conditions that will

in-turn render the longer-term (and in some instances

more complicated) elements of the Framework Plan more

attractive (and thus deliverable) to the development

market. Opportunities for a new marina for example fall

into this category, and have been included within the

Framework Plan as medium to long term goals with the

anticipation of such market confidence building in mind. 

Delivery & timescales

The following indicates the time frames to deliver each of

the major recommendations in the Development

Framework Plan. While many individual projects will

initiated separately the diagram provides a guide to

overall time frames. For each project the lead agent has

been identified.  on the private car
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

1.  Agora

2.  Glyn Square

3.  Triangular Building

4.  Wolverton Park/Train Shed

5.  Railway Works

6.  Pedestrian Network

7.  Cycle Network

8.  Station Improvements

9.  Public Transport Improvements

10.  Bus and Taxi Improvements

11.  Circulation and Parking

12.  Gateways 

EP/MK Partnership Committee

EP/MK Partnership Committee

EP/MK Partnership Committee

EP/MK Partnership Committee

N/A

Milton Keynes Council

Milton Keynes Council

EP/MK Council 

SRA/Silverlink 

Milton Keynes Council

Milton Keynes Council 

Milton Keynes Council 



AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX 11

RECENT PROJECTS

Wolverton’s historic core was designated a Conservation

Area in December 2001.  In response, the Heritage

Economic Regeneration Scheme (HERS) programme,

supported by English Heritage, was developed to respond

to heritage needs, economic fade and decline, residential

improvements as exemplar visual characteristics of

townscape and the public realm, public and private

investment, deprivation and issues of social inclusion and

the needs of ethnic minority groups in the town.

FURTHER INITIATIVES

SAFER ROUTES TO SCHOOLS 

Milton Keynes Councils is committed to providing safe

environments for pedestrians/ cyclists and those with

impaired mobility throughout the city and surrounding

hinterland.  Several projects have been established to

achieve this.  The safer routes to school schemes are

currently being developed for Wolverton, focusing on

Wyvern First School and Bushfield Middle School.  The

objective of the Safer Routes to Schools initiative is to

provide safe routes to school through the creation of

environments that provide opportunities for casual

surveillance, direct and attractive routes that establish

convenient links to neighbouring areas and embrace

“homezone” principles.  The principles of this initiative

has been taken on board for the Development Plan and

integrated into Strategies Two and Four.  

OTHER TRANSPORT RELATED INITIATIVES

Milton Keynes Local Deposit Version 2002 identifies town

centre traffic calming initiatives and opportunities for

improvements throughout Wolverton. Milton Keynes

Council carried out traffic calming and town centre

improvements surrounding the Agora and Church Street

last year.

Wolverton and Greenleys Town Council have undertaken

a range of initiatives including Parking review (with MK

Council) and weight survey/20 mph feasibility studies. 

TOW PATH IMPROVEMENTS

Towpath improvements are proposed to be undertaken in

four phases between 2004 and 2006 and will be funded

from planning gain and partnership money from British

Waterways.  Works will take place from canal bridge

number 71 and continue to Old Wolverton canal bridge

number 68. They will include; rebuilding the path and

some access points, passing places, fishing stations for

wheelchair users, seating and interpretation.

OTHER RELEVANT WORK

The Strategy acknowledges the following projects also

being undertaken within and around Wolverton:

• Wolverton West End Development Framework

• Wolverton Station re-development opportunities

• The Former EMEB site, Old Wolverton (SPG 2003)

• Bizvision’s Creative Industries Study for Wolverton,

Bletchley and Milton Keynes

• Communities Plan funded projects

• Improvements to the Radcliffe School

• Central Milton Keynes Development Framework

• Bletchley Regeneration Framework and Action Plan.
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CONSULTEES

The following individuals were consulted in focussed

interviews:

COMMUNITY

Ms Sue Quinn MADCAP

Reverend Jeremy Trigg Rector, St Georges Church

PUBLIC AGENCIES

Mr Chris Mitchell Managing Director,

British Waterways 

Ms Jan Phillips Regeneration Officer,

MK Council 

Mr Darren Gray Economic Development

Officer, MK Council

PRIVATE LANDOWNERS

Mr Luke Hedderwick Chartered surveyor,

Network Rail

Mr Kamlesh Panchal Financial Director,

Abelthird Properties

Mr Richard Froggatt Exective Director, St

Modwen

Mr Nick Kay Development Surveyor, 

St Modwen

Mr Altan Cledwyn Davies UK Legal Coordinator,

Alstom

Mr Steve Bulley Operations Manager,

Alstom

Mr Tim Leppard Associate Partner, 

Cyril Leonard 

Mr Jonathan Bennett Development Executive,

Tesco

Mr Colin Forfitt Architect, Tesco

OTHER

Mr Andrew Jones EDAW 

Mr Peter Hall Architect

Ms Jennifer Lampert Jennifer Lampert

Assoc Ltd

Bloor Homes

The discussions provided useful outcomes, and while not

detailed specifically in this section, we have incorporated

the findings into the sections of the report.  
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AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX 33

WOLVERTON LISTED BUILDINGS/ STRUCTURES

Within the boundary of the Conservation Area many

building types and artefacts of one of the world’s first

railway towns exist.  The study has acknowledged that

development adjacent to the Conservation Area should

seek to preserve and enhance the town’s character and

setting.  However, where appropriate the study has

incorporated a distinct and coherent character for new

development that builds upon the background urban

texture of the adjacent Conservation Area, historic

context and canalside locations. A list of Wolverton’s

listed Buildings/ structure relevant to the strategy is

included below:

LISTED BUILDINGS

• Church of St George the Martyr, grade 2

• Holy Trinity Church, Old Wolverton, grade 2

• Spinney Cottage, Stratford Road, grade 2

• Formally Methodist Church, 4 Church Street, grade 2

• The Locomotive Workshop (Triangular Building), grade 2

• The Old Lifting Shop, (Royal Train Shed, viewed via

the Park), grade 2

LISTED STRUCTURES

• Blue Bridge, grade 2, viewed from footpath adjacent to

Millers Way, by railway bridge

• Railway Bridge over Grand Union Canal, grade 2

• Canal Bridge, grade 2 – descend metal steps by

Station Bridge in Stratford Road, follow towpath for

200 yards. 

AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX 44

STAKEHOLDERS IN WOLVERTON

National recognition and interest in Wolverton has

gathered momentum since the establishment of the

Wolverton Partnership, which has been responsible for

running and facilitating local SRB projects. The

Partnership, which includes representatives from the

public and business sectors, volunteer groups and the

community, secured £1.3 million in 1997 from the

Government to spend over five years on regeneration

initiatives. A series of public meetings were organised to

identify the community’s key areas for improvement, from

which the Partnership drew several proposals that

formed the basis for ‘Wolverton – on the Right Track.’

Now the Wolverton Partnership has been replaced by

Wolverton Unlimited and the Town Council who now work

in partnership to represent the interests of the local

community.

English Heritage and The Countryside Agency have

previously highlighted Wolverton’s importance as an

historic town due to its canal and railway history,

especially the architectural buildings and structures

associated with the Rail Works.

Wolverton Society for Arts & Heritage was formed in

1997 as part of the Wolverton Partnership Regeneration

Project through the SRB process. It has led many Arts

based projects in the town, including the Town Trail and

Phoenix Sculpture in The Square. They have been

responsible for the popular Shopfronts Improvements

scheme, on behalf of the Partnership, since 2000. In

2001, the Society registered with the Civic Trust to

become a Civic Society. The Society is committed to

doing everything possible to conserve Wolverton's

special character and heritage. This includes keeping a

careful eye on planning applications and being an active

member of the Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme

Steering Group (HERS) which awards grants to local

businesses and householders for sympathetic

improvements to their property.
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FUTURE WOLVERTON ACTION PLAN
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Shaping of the Development Framework Plan

Ensure that the development framework:

allows for mixed development, including employment,

leisure/recreation and social uses as well as housing

• does not allow warehouses on canal side sites

• does allow on canal side sites both housing and

heritage experiences, business workspace and

business incubator, graduate engineering institute, and

heritage craft workspaces and training centre

• requires all developments to be of high quality and in

sympathy with Wolverton’s original character

• encourages all housing to be arranged in small

estates/areas, each with its distinctive character

• encourages at least one housing area to be innovative

and radical in terms of ecological and community

sustainability

• encourages plentiful provision of dwellings for the

elderly, both for rent and for sale, including sheltered

accommodation and a nursing home

• encourages plentiful provision of dwellings suitable for

smaller households (i.e. 1-2 bedroom  dwellings)

2. Development of Green spaces

Develop and implement a strategy for all the town’s

green spaces and public realm, including existing and

new spaces, their use, and links to and between them

3. Development of West End

Develop and implement a strategy for better linking of

Greenleys and nearby settlements with the rest of

Wolverton, and for enhancing the services available to

residents in those areas, to include inter alia that:

i) new buildings echo the principles of development

elsewhere in Wolverton

ii) there is enhanced provision of sports facilities in the

area for use by the whole community

4. Development and imlementation of a strategy for

making the canal an integral part of the town and

its hinterland

This is to incorporate:

i) development of a marina close to the town centre

(perhaps on the site next to the community Centre car

park, off Stratford road)

ii) inclusion in the development of one or more of the

planned heritage experiences

iii) inclusion in the development housing and

restaurants/pubs and similar, and one or more of the

business incubator, business workspace, heritage

workspace, engineering institute

iv) provision of good pedestrian links between canal side

developments and the town’s retail centre, the station,

links to other transport, and rural areas to the north

5. Development of Wolverton as an attractive place

to shop in

Develop and implement a strategy for making the area

encompassing the Square, Church Street, Creed Street

and Glyn Square, Stratford road and Radcliffe Street to

become an attractive shopping district, having the

features that:

i)   each section has its own distinct character, and:

ii) attractive visual links and pedestrian routes draw

shoppers from one section to another

6. Development of WolvertonÕs Businesses 

and Economy

Develop and implement a wide-ranging strategy to

strengthen and diversify the economy of Wolverton

7. Development of a creative community, arts and

business sector

Development a community arts and business centre, to

be the starting point for development of a town-wide

campus:  this will enable and encourage people of all

ages to engage in lifelong learning and to participate in a

wide range of sports, hobbies, recreation and self
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development

8. Restoration and preservation of the old townÕs

Victorian/Edwardian character

Institute a co-ordinated range of measures to restore and

preserve the original architectural character of the town’s

Victorian heart

9. Celebration of the townÕs heritage

Develop and implement a co-ordinated strategy to

preserve and celebrate Wolverton’s history and

achievements across a wide range of areas

10. Development of Tourism

Develop and implement a co-ordinated strategy to

attract tourism and visitors to the town to use its different

facilities and attractions

11. Improvement of the station and rail services

Develop the rail station into a major feature of the town,

that encourages people to visit and live in the town

12. Development of a public transport strategy

Develop and implement strategies to reduce reliance on

the car, particularly in the town shopping areas

13. Development of Wolverton as a safe and

attractive town for people of all ages and

communities to live in, work in, bring a family up

in, and in which to enjoy a rich community life

i) Create and implement an integrated strategy for the

use of all roads and back ways in Wolverton, specifically

to preserve some routes for safe transport on foot and by

bicycle

ii) Develop and implement a co-ordinated strategy to

make all aspects of life in the town family-friendly

iii) Develop and implement a strategy for retaining and

sustaining Wolverton as a town with a mixed population

iv) Develop and implement a strategy for continuing

community and social development

14. Development of community leadership to drive

forward the townÕs development

Ensure that there is leadership able to involve as many

people as are interested from all sectors of the town’s

community in planning and delivering the changes

involved in achieving the vision
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DOCUMENT  REGISTER

A number of studies have been commissioned by MK

Council, English Partnerships and local action groups

and indicates the significant amount of work undertaken

prior to the development of this report. 

1 Milton Keynes Local Plan, Second Deposit Version

October 2002

2 Wolverton Canal Characterisation Study and

Streetscape Analysis

Prepared for British Waterways, Local Heritage

Initiative Group by Waterway Conservation and

Regeneration Group, June 2003

3 Future Wolverton, The Living Archive and Paul

Chaplin & Co., March 2003 

This included the Vision, Action Plan and Healthcheck

4 Wolverton Heritage Economic Regeneration 

Scheme - leaflet

5 Wolverton on the Right Track, The Wolverton

Partnership, June 1998

Delivering Major Improvements to Wolverton Station,

by Transport Regeneration Limited for the Wolverton

Station Steering Group, July 2003.

6 Retail Capacity Study 2003, CB Hillier Parker for

English Partnerships

7 Retail Strategy Review – Stage Two, CB Hillier Parker

for Milton Keynes Council

Other work that has been undertaken includes:

8 A “Vision” of the town created and agreed by

Wolverton community based on information gathered

during the Healthcheck process, of how Wolverton

may grow in the next twenty years.

9 The “Action Plan” identified a plan of actions,

opportunities, constraints and potential development/

re- development sites that will collectively achieve the

objectives agreed in the Vision and secure community

support. 

10 A character assessment of Wolverton conducted by

Jonathan Phillips.  

11 A Partnership Structure for Wolverton to explore

possible structures of Wolverton Development Board

to deliver the Action Plan to the community.  

OTHER MILTON KEYNES COUNCIL POLICY
STRATEGIES WHICH INFORM THIS STUDY

12 Bus Strategy

13 Leisure Facilities Strategy

14 Playing Pitch Strategy

15 Long Term Public Transport Vision

16 School Organisation Plan
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